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Appendix 2.4, Interview A1: Coded Transcript



Case A1

Q: So, I'm trying to get an understanding of how....organisations in
Hull are working, in the field of domestic energy use, with the
public. What sort of contact do you have with the public on this
matter, what is the nature of the contact.... there's fourteen
questions. This is the pilot, this is the first one I've done, so if theres
anything that seems out of place, it gives us the opportunity to
move things around. So, as an introduction, can you give me a brief
overview of what I does?

A: When you say, is this purely related to external solid wall, or do
you mean general?

Q: General, because I'll be asking this of people who I've never met
before, don't know their organisation, and I have to everybody the
same questions

A: I'm not sure how much information you want and whether you
want a very brief overview?

Q: lt's just an overview
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Q:That's fine

A:Yeah, if your meeting someone from KMS....'What do you do at
KMS?'Yeah, fine.

Q: Yeah, and there's so much information you can get from the
internet, but it's always different to ask someone.....'How do you
see the company?'. So, can you give me an overview of the role
I plays in domestic energy use in Hull?

fin'il

Q: Ok

A: The......1'm trying to think of a polite way of saying what
they...they're decrepit areas

Q: Yeah

A: But, I'm trying to think of a polite way of.

Q: Deprived?





A: There's the public homes in the east, these are private owned,
lots of landlords, many who are not local, many that have let their
properties become run-down. Certainly, some sort of apathy from
the residents to do anything about their homes, because they're
living in...the standard of properties is incredibly poor, you know.
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A: I don't know if you want anything...?

Q: No, that provides a really nice introduction to what the other
questions are about....trying to find out about the different
organisations working in Hull

A: I'm just thinking, because I'm aware that you're recording, I think
it makes it more awkward for me to respond. But, because I'm think
about how you're going to pull it together and listen to it, so I think
what I'm going to do now is disregard that this is.....so I might come
up with bits and bobs out of sequence and just...you'll be able to...

Q: The recording that I'm making....nobody else is going to hear it
it's only for me to transcribe the points that we've talked about

A: I might talk about stuff and it might be.......1'll try and keep it in
order as best I can

Q: No problem

A: Right, fire away

Q: So, we're trying to see how I works with the public
in terms of domestic energy use. So...

A: Obviously, they're living within a building site whilst the works
are going ahead. ln actual fact we have got some issues that have
just cropped-up this last week or so, due to contractors,
su bcontractors failing

Q: Right

A: Yeah, Main contractor, with best will in the world, says'l'm going
to do it on such and such a date. There's my programme'. His
subcontractor says, 'oh, I've got a problem. I can't come out on
Friday, it's now going to have to be next Wednesday'. 'What do you
mean it's going to be next Wednesday? We've promised people
that you'd be out on Friday and Monday, job done'. He ain't there.
So, of course, residents are kicking off

Q: Could I play that role.... to communicate with the
householders?
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Q: Hull City Council are responsible for that?
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Q: Yeah. So when I looked at the documents from Airlie Street, and
the handover pack...and was that sent to the owner?

A: To the owner

Q: Not the resident?

A: Yep, only the owner
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A: Yep

Q: So, in effect.

Q: Mm

A: So, um, yeah

Q: So, in effect, Hull City Council are making decisions which you
have to work with?
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Q:Are Hull City Council fulfilling that role, as far as you're aware,

-?
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Q: Yep

Q: Yeah, it's interesting just to see how...if there has been that
change in.....not so much policy...but the way it's approached. Even
looking at when you did have more involvement, what kind......you
say you were undertaking the initial survey....would you then be
contactable by the resident, subsequently?
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Q: Yeah. Because I is fulfilling sort of a technical role...is that
the case?

A: Yes

Q: Nothing outside that technical remit?
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Q: So saying, in this example tomorrow, how have you been
brought into the equation of going to visit this. Does this come
through the council?
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Q: Yeah. Very good

A: I think sometimes you can deal with stuff...it's just unfortunate
that the residents have been let down a few times by contractor
giving exact dates, like 'yes, we'll be there on Friday and Monday to
lay the paving'and in actual fact it might have been better of saying
'we'll be there week commencing the 19th to lay the paving',
knowing full-well it's due to be done on Monday, and if it fails on
Monday, you've got the rest of the week

Q: Yeah, I think that's fair point......lnitiating contact......but I

suppose that's the similar sort of thing as, most of the comments or
contacts that you get will come through Hull City Council?
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Q:Yeah. ln terms of measuring progress of the scheme, and
keeping people up to date. ls that again another role of the council,
or would I fulfil some of that?

Q:Yeah
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Q: So at the present time, who has access to it? ls it just withinI
A: I at the moment, yeah

Q:And is it then distributed amongst....?

A: lt is, to the team members

Q: But they can't add anything?

A: Generally they would get in touch with us and say can you add
this to the risk register. Or, our two-weekly.....for the phase 2 it is a
two weekly meeting. We've had a two weekly meeting and it's just
leading up to tender and discussions and such like. So, they've had
paper copies of that risk register, and they've also now had an
excel document, so I don't think we've done any formal handover of
the document, but they're wanting to take ownership on this project

Q: OK......So, maybe thinking about the previous order, when you
used to, sort of, liaise with households when you were meeting to
survey the property...would it just be a one-off contact?
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Q: So you say that would be a negative for both sides, I

Q: No, I need to speak to them anyway

A

o
A:

-

Q: So that's looking at paving things...any similar instances for
energy? Say....the same kind of issues...l'd be interested to see
how the impact of communication may effect upon behaviour of
energy use. So, the decisions that are made at the beginning of the
process......say that you agree with somebody what you're going to
do..and the kind of impact that has....?

A: I suppose, when you think about.....if you're basing it purely on
the energy works...

Q: lt's focussed down on that....it has the scope to look broader...
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Q: Yeah....but if it's only going to the owner....?
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Q: So, responsibility and decision making on how these processes
of engaging with community...that comes from the council?

A: Yes

a: I don't really have any say...?
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Q: I can remember you talking about damp inside around bay
windows, and you'd be able to see inside...
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Q: So it's just a continuation of the arrangement?

Additional: Financial
ponsiderations' 
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Q: So are they just working in Newington St Andrew's.....if it's
elsewhere in the city...is it....?

A: That'll be a different funding stream..

A:As far as I'm aware, that's not our funding with Hobson and
Porter. And it's not Hobson and Porter anyway, it's KWL, I think. I

don't know a great deal about Holland Street, but I'm sure it's KWL

Q: lf that's geographically based, that would make sense that
they're in one area.......

A: Even though they did the East Hull stuff. But...and I don't know
how they secured the East Hull works....l don't know if that was
done as a formal tender....no, I don't know. lf you wanted that
information, it might be a case of interviewing !
Q: Yeah....l think we're alright for now. Any contact with....like the
energy companies...given that they have provided the funding....?

A: Not directly
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Q: Hindsight!

Q: Cost.....coming from the ideal world of academia where things
don't cost.....but yeah, it's trying to balance out the ideals and the
practicality...and understanding why...why, maybe, have Hull City
Council changed this so f aren't doing this......why are they
doing it, if they're doing it at all.....and is it a question of cost, is it
time, is it....
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Q: Yeah

A: But that's my perception

Q: No, that's what I wanted to know.....that's representative of what
you're doing
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Q: Yeah......there is that potential to highlight other things that
maybe are not within the scope of...

A: And engage at an early stage... rather than doing it and the
owner said 'l'm not happy about this'and you just put it on the pile,
no...you would look through it and engage with housing...

Q: Because that, as well....for the behavioural issues, when I've
been speaking to the Warm Zone before, that's the kind of thing
that they get involved in...things that aren't within their remit, but
that they feel that they've got a responsibility to say....to refer them
onto another body who could do something...



A: Well, as far as I'm aware, Warm Zone do the internal visits
now....

Q: ell, I think that's covered all the
questions. Flave you got anything further that you'd like to add
about what you do....or any questions of what I'm doing...?
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Q: OK

A: Yeah, I'll see if anything else comes to mind

Q: Yeah, anything....just drop me a line......but I think that covers
everything that we're doing....so thanks for participating

A: You're welcome

Q: I say, if you would like a copy of the transcript or the recording,
or if any other things pop into your mind later on....drop me a line..

A: So, what are you hoping to achieve by doing this...?



to build up this picture about
how all the different organisations in Hull looking at domestic
energy use work...what are they doing when they liaise with the
public...the customer.....what's the nature of that
communication...have they got a purpose for doing that...are they
trying to provide information...are they trying to get people to do
something...are they trying to inform them....improve their
lives....the kind of information that they will provide back to the
resident on the basis of what they've been asked.....is it just for
their benefit, or are they trying to...sort of...create a relationship with
the public. And then, on the basis of that picture that we've built up,
to see what could we improve on....so, to say...is there need for
more links between these organisations....is there a need for more
of these organisations to be involved with the public...are some of
them detached. And we've got all sorts of ideas...and it's this field
called Design for Social lnnovation, which is about trying to get
people to be more involved in the design process...breaking down
the professional non-professional divide, and saying that
people...say people anywhere in Hull, are experts on their local
area....they know, better than anybody how the area works, and
these are the people we should be talking to...to ask what should
we be doing....and its trying to make a mechanism that allows
them, and makes them feel comfortable saying these things to the
people in power....

Q: lndeed!

A: I've done that. I've got an A-Level in it

Q: Have you really?

Q: So did you do that as part of your work?

Q: Why did you do it?
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Q: How come you're not doing it now?

A: Participatory appraisal?

Q: Hmm..
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Q: Who did pay you to do it?

A: lt was part of a course..so

Q: But did you do it.. ?

A: No, I've not...never used it.....never used it in anger

Q: No?

Q: Because this is exactly the kind of thing we want to do....it's
almost like a fact-finding mission for houses....this process

A: I'm still got all me documentation from participatory appraisal

Q: I think it must be somehow related to this....its Action Research
that we're looking at...and it's a means of getting people to know
their neighbours and realise all the resources that are in their
community that they didn't know about...if you just go and talk to
your next door neighbour, and see that collectively, we can do all
these things..
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Q: The documentation...l'd be interested to have a look..

A: I'll see if I can remember to bring it in.....when are you in again?

Q: Maybe next week...

A: I'll see if I can bring it in tomorrow...it's all my old...what we went
through on the course...yeah, I've got it

Q: Because I've been looking through.....because I have to
research all the background to participation in built
environment....and it's looking at different approaches to see..

A: This does give you the different approaches...different...classed
as different....well, it's a long time ago since I did it...like different
diagrams....

Q: How long ago?

A: How long ago? I'm going to say over 10 years ago..

Q: That's not that long....some of these things I'm looking at are
from the sixties, so like ten years is fine....

A: Yeah.

Q: So were you offered it through the council?

Q:That's quite interesting to hear that quite a few have been
trained in it but nobody's using it...because that'd be perfect...

A: Yeah

Q: Resources..



Q: Yeah

A: lf there were enough people saying they wanted it, you know

Q:
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Q: But then, every household's different

A: That's right. And individual's needs are different

Q: Yeah, they are. This balance of trying to...what's easiest for the
organisation and the practitioner, and what's best for the public

A: Oh, it's a difficult one

Q:A good one...it keeps me busy
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Q: Er....it varies depending on what your talking about.....the non-
practitioners.....





A: Yeah, it's looking fabulous now. Have you seen the before and
after photos?

Q: No, I don't think I've seen those..

A: I'll get you a copy...l've got them on me desk, but I don't know
where I got them from. I suppose I could just give you them,
actually, just so you can see and make a comparison. You might be
able to do some statement about it. Right, are we done?

Q: We are done. Thank you very much.

A: Thank you Will.



Appendix 2.4, Interview A2: Coded Transcript



Case A2



o
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Q: so, at the
university we do sort of the thinking bit, and the reading, and
research the background. And then....we come to NPS and try
things out...on the ground, in projects, such as what you're doing
now, to see if the kind of things that we think might work....if they
will work.

A: Right, so.....because this.......so, it's not like you doing a piece of
work to complete your PhD...?

Q: Yeah...

A: lt is?

Q: lt is. My PhD is part of the bigger project.

A: Right

Q: Other things might spin-off it that my supervisor at Lincoln might
do, or NPS might do.

A: Yeah

Q: But my PhD is sat within it. So at the minute I'm the main body
on the ground.

A: Right, so it's not a stand.....so although it's your PhD it's not a
standalone piece of research?

Q: Not really. We're hoping it will have wider benefits, because that
was the thing, when I said I wanted to do a PhD, I really wanted it
to be practical..

A: Well that it is...

Q: Because that's......because that's how I think of PhDs as being
very...academic...

(Cup of tea arrives)

o
A:I
o
ruAndlsay,ifthere'sanythingyoufeelyoudon't
want to talk about...if I ask anything....
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Q: Fascinating

A: lt is, yeah

Q: You see, you don't know these things without asking....because
often you don't get chance to ask these questions

A: And...how do you fall into a role like this? People might want to
be....surveyors...or....you don't know what else there is available in
the construction industry. Very different job

Q:Amazing.......and are you happy doing what you're doing now?
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Q: I'm sure you do
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Q: Very good.... I suppose sort of within that, within your customer
liaison role...in the broader picture, are you part of a team of
customer liaison officers ru
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A: When l worked tfor
titwasahugeteamofcustomerliaisonofficers.So,it'sverydifferenthere.Wehaveacustomercareteamt,tbutthey'vegotacompletelydifferentremit.Theydeal
with defects and....problems on other work we have done. But we
are out with the customers.

Q: Yeah. So.....working with the public, in addition to your role, what
other'..sortof...communicationdoesmhavewith
the public? Are you...sort of...the main contact?
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ihts I might have d

Q:Yeah, yeah. So, in terms of that role, is that.....say you're
working on behalf of NPS, Hull City Council...is that role defined by
them, or is it...a sort of...do they...define expectations about what
you will undertake?
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Q: So you're quite, sort of on your toes?

A: Yes, you can be..

Q: Yeah. And so...you say with the relationship with Hull City
Council, is that the same as the relationship with NPS? We're just
trying to understand this relationship between different bodies

Q: So you see them as one?
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Q: Yeah, As I say, I'm talking to all sorts of different organisations
that work in different ways, and it's seeing how this relationship
is...visioned

Q: Yeah. So...they're...the client
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Q: Good. So we're looking...sort of....as you are sort of the
front...the first point of call..the front-line, can you give me an
overview of the kind of things that you would get involved in...so
you're involved in the sign-up, the introductions...
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Q: Right

A: So, that's the first thing I do. Sorry, question again?

Q: So from, that point, how do you work with the public? What does
your role involve? Sort of introduce yourself...?





Q: I suppose when you're working in a fairly defined area there is
that potential that...some of the house may be owned by one...

Q:And you're in a position where you can actually do something
about it. You can change the way that you address the issue, just
because you're doing this, so you can learn from what you're doing

Q: No...you need to get into it.....So, as the programme moves
along, once you've introduced yourself, what's the nature of the
contact from then on?
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(Phone rings)
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Q:Absolutely. And they're able to contact you, as well?
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Q:And I suppose as well, you're located nearby, so.



A: Yeah

Q: So, do people come here to see you?
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Q:And if it's given time to escalate without any intervention from
somebody who can actually do something about it...
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Q: That's really good that you've got that sort of flexibility to
respond as you see fit...yeah. So, as the scheme moves on, say
towards completion, do you have any role in the sort of...the
handover, the checking any other means....
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Q: So, it goes to...

Q: So there's almost like a disconnection there, because you have
been their main point of contact, and when it's finished

Q: So, does it go to Hull City Council...or does it go to NPS?

A: Yes, it goes to Hull City Council, and they refer it NPS to
investigate. A leaky gutter....the owner knows to phone it through to
300300. Housing Strategy and Renewal then ring NPS and say
'we've got a defect'and then NPS go and look at it



Q: But then the resident on the street seeing H&P across here and
thinking....'they did the work...can they come and do it?'

A: Yes. And they might come to us. Luckily...in another
circumstance, if it hadn't been a follow-on project, we might not
even have been here. There is....

Q: And say, if it wasn't like...if there's an issue, would it be f
twho would address that?

Q: Through the chain?

Q: So that relationship, sort of, after....post-completion...how long is
that...is there a certain time period?
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Q: So...
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A: lt's fundamentally different, it really is...right down to the core..

Q: Yeah...so again, it keeps you on your toes

A: Mmm, yeah

Q: Having to apply to a different set-up

Q: There is the chance that they'll ring you first?ffi
Q: Yeah, it's through them, and then back again..



Q:And the fact that youVe built up a relationship with the residents,
and you see it within your role to do that

A: Yeah, so that's a bit of a grey area

Q: So, in terms of....communication...your main role is either
verbally or on the telephone...face to face or on the telephone?
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Q:And in terms of the information that you provide, is it mainly
related to the practicalities of the scheme...it's the...you mentioned
at the beginning, it's not the education...
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Q: Yeah

A: Not promote it all.

Q: No promotion. So somebody will...somebody else will have done
that before you?
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Q: Yeah

A:And I have had good feedback in that respect as well, you
know....l do get good feedback.

Q: ls there a process for gathering feedback?







A: They haven't signed-up.

Q: They haven't signed up!
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Q: So the sign-up goes to the owner
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Q: So you could go into a house, and may know nothing about it?

-ConCeins, Personal
ihVolvement in
participatory activites

Q:And you can't necessarily....expect what you're going to find at
each house

A: No

Q: You just have to go and....knock at the door
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Q: Yeah

A: Yeah, but no, just because they've signed...the property is
signed up does not mean that the resident is in any way informed.

Q: Right
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Q: Yeah...because how long....on average....how long would you be
in a property, when you go to meet them for the first time...how long
would that take?
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Q: Right
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Q: So, like, percentage wise, finger in the air, how many don't know
what's happening? Like half....or.. ..? Yery vague...

A: I can't say, because sometimes...at some point they're going to
know...we're putting scaffolding up to do boarding, at some point
down the road people are going to know something's happening.
And, today, there's something on the news...there's a news article
about frontage improvements....some people might not have any
idea.....l don't know...l can't tell you just how...how many.

Q: But there are some?
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Q: Hmm...

A: lt's going to cause you more problems...

Q: lt's perfect! Er.....measuring impact or effects....do you have a,
sort of, a...database for saying which households you're speaking
to...which ones you've managed to get hold of, what sort of nature
of the contact. who's....?

A: ldonlt, no.

Q: lt's up here (points at head)?
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Q: So, Hull City Council don't necessarily have data about the
households?

A:As far as I'm aware...not through what we're doing.

Q: Ok! They've got data about the owner.

A: They've got data about the owner....and...l know the previous
phase...lthink Warm Zone did quite a lot of work with them. But
no...

Q: So Warm Zone are working with owners?
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Q:And maybe the first person to speak to them...
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Q: Yeah, that's interesting

A: lt is..have you been up the high rise? lt's quite a...

Q: Yeah...l knew somebody who lived at...not a Cambridge
Street...they lived at the other....on the other side...l've been up.

A: But to be in the scaffold, and these people are never ever looked
in at.

Q: Yeah, because you just assume that you're looking down on the
world, not the world looking in on you...yeah

A: ln there they...screened the windows off as well whilst they were
rendering, and that really....

Q: I remember, because this person that I know....they were in the
first lot to be done on Anlaby Road...and they said they were going
insane, because they couldn't see out...
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Q: That's not the case on these projects....they're not requiring
covering windows up?

A: No, we haven't covered windows up. I think it was the enormity
of the job on the high-rise....but, if those people knew what the
benefits were....and I'd say 'you're really going to benefit from
this....this is going to be great for you'....
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Q: Not much
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Q: Yeah it does...absolutely...but you...you would be happy to even
taking that as a formal part of your role...if it was...not
institutionalised...but...put into a more...?
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Q: Well yeah...yeah. Do you find any instances where aren't
bothered?

A: Yes..

Q: Yeah? They don't want to know about any of it?

Q: Yeah, mmm

a: t
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Q: Yeah...mmmm

Q: Yeah....but it would be almost interesting to....to go back to the
households to see...how are they getting on...
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Q: ls that something that you feel you would be in a position to do?
lf asked?
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Q: Yes

A: There's all sorts going on...underneath

Q: I think...that means a lot..to some people

A: Oh it does

Q: Just to see somebody...a face that they recognise out in the
street
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Q:And just to smile...
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A: Yeah, I've talked for ever haven't I

Q: No, really, really good....would you like a transcript of it?

A: No

Q:

A'ffi
Q: But the intention is is to go away now, to write it up, word for
word, and then I code it and get the key themes out and compare
everybody's answers...but it's all anonymised...

A: That'll be interesting...because there'll be some

Q: Just to see who's working together.. .ru
all these

organisations contact one another...
...are they doing

things differently....to everybody else
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Q: No...And it's seeing from all these differences of the things that
people would like to happen...is there a way of making these things
happen in a way that answers some of these...sort of, short fallings
of the way things are done....that's not going to cost too much...or
anything..



Q:And what benefits are you bringing....that you can't put a price
on

A: Well I'd like to think I bring a lot

Q: For the kind of things that...maybe, is there a need for a means
to quantify the benefits that you're bringing through...speaking with
all the households..
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Q: Because you don't do windows

A:

Q:

A:il
Q: Who's funding their work then? Somebody else?

A: Well, if you're an owner occupier..'we'll do ihis cladding..this
cladding will do this for you, but to do it you've got to have those 3
windows replaced. We'll give you a price to have them done'.....

Q: Nobody's going to pay..
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Q: No...because there's an incentive to keep it looking nice
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Q: But that wasn't an option here

A: lt should have been
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Case A3

A:

Q: Well, at the moment...l'm sort of doing this scene-setting
exercise

A: Right

Q: So I am...mapping all these different organisations in Hull.
Seeing what they're doing in term of communicating with the public
on the topic of domestic energy use

A: Right

Q: Possibly...prescribing that even further down....to domestic
energy use behaviour

A: Yes

Q: So...seeing what all these organisations do. Because of the
connection to NPS, I have been looking quite closely at their ESWI
schemes...to see the different players involved in that, but I'm
broadening the net out, because I'm aware of other organisations
who are doing work of an equal benefit, in slightly different
manners....and I think it's important to see what you're doing...for
me to build-up this picture to compare what everybody's
doing...identify the frustrations, what isn't being done....what good
work is being done that other people can learn from

A:And pass-on the good practice...

Q:And see if we can...we're trying to build-in some new techniques
from other fields to see if there is anything we can supplement...to
add-in...but I can't do that without knowing what everybody's doing
first....because you don't want to duplicate

/riizfi rxlN\\.N$\N\M1,,\,is),llrr#blffi
XIilHiB 'd4

ltffi
ffi

Q: l've seen one for sale somewhere and it was about t200

A: Well these ones are about 20 quid....that's a piece...now all
it'll...now all you do is you set the time and date, because if you
have Economy 7 or whatever else, it counts the tariff. You put the
tariff cost you're on...into the machine....and on the right hand side
there's a graph, that will basically go further up, the more you're
using....and that way you will be able to see, when you switch
certain appliances on...which ones are actually costing you to run.
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Q: Yeah, yeah

A:Also, how much things cost you when you just leave that little
red light on...

Q: Yeah, on standby

l.T
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Q: That's awful

Ag:191 iL *Fkhowledge

,.
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Q: Yes

A: They have solar panels, they have the water recycling, they
have every single....proper glass...everything was fitted as
standard. Now, we know a few of the families...also the schools...so
we're going to try and get a test sample...kept in there.

Q: Fantastic
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Q: They're a more modern house type..

A: They're a much more modern house stock up there...but if that's
really how expensive these ones are to heat, in an impoverished
area...then, no wonder people struggle.

A3:198 F@e--hip I
oanhections

Q: Yeah

A: So...there's an awful lot of unhappy campers.

Q: Yeah...and it's trying to find ways of addressing that...in a way
that...people can actually understand what is actually happening
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of,the wider issues at
stdke ,
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Q:Yeah, particularly in the UK...and orientations, and light, and all
of these things...l think we're at the bottom, in Europe, for the
standards for housebuilding

A: Well yeah, you build them south. You have south-facing streets.
You don't have...

Q: No, it seems to be 'push them in' here, 'get as many as you can
on'...

A: Well yeah.

m
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A: So that's going off topic again

Q: Yeah, yeah, yeah....well, I say, I've got some sort of....it's fairy
unstructured...there are some questions, but we can work around
those as best....as best we see fit. I suppose first, can you give me
abitof anoverviewof ru

Q: So, when lcalled, did you answer and sayffi
: 1
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Q: Very multi-facetted
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Q:Ah yes, I remember when you mentioned that before
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Q: This sort of idea of comparison is something we're very keen
on...to try and get people to understand that...a lot of houses are
built to the same design in the same street, and by showing what
one house can achieve...and I could do the same...
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Q: lthink it's..

A:And this is what people need to realise. Little differences make
big changes. You know and, with energy costs...if they start
fracking, well, so be it. lt's not going to make our gas bills and
cheaper, it's just going to keep them at the same price for longer.
That's all that's going to happen. lt's not going to reduce the price,
just like having North Sea oil didn't bring the price of petrol down.
The price will remain what the market will pay, so...it's not going to
get any cheaper, so if you can save 1O"/" of it now, brilliant. But in 5
years time, when 10% is that plus X, it's a bigger saving, so....

Q:There are things you can do..
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Q: Yes...that's a core phrase of what I'm doing.

A: Concrete thinking, everything's entrenched

Q: Changing perceptions, and...people are set in their ways
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Q: Yeah...absolutely
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Q: Do you think that. because on ocOasions the message gets
lost....other aspects aren't important to people
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Q:Yeah...it's approaching it in...a different way
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Q:
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A:

Q:

A

Q:

A: Well yeah, and...without getting too much into hot tuzz...the
greater good. The Greater Good!

Q:That's it!.....So, in terms of.....can you give me a little overview of
your:'ole and your background?
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Q: Yeah

A: So...that's what I do as such. But, again, we have more
involvement now with people doing the energy meters, because I'll
be responsible for making sure that they are the right people to do
it, and...that....they like doing it, and that they'll give-up their time to
do it when they say they will, things like that, so that's my side of it.

Q: ln terms of background, have you always worked in this sort of
field?

offi
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Q: YO-LO?

A: Oh yeah! I'll tell you...YO-LO....you only live once. And you say
yes, that's fine, however, the decisions you make now will still have
an impact on your life in 50 years time, because the chances of you
actually being run over by a bus are less remote than you winning
the lottery. So please, make the right choice now.

Q: Yes...YO-LO! You learn something every day! I suppose it's
something we've already touched-on....looking at the work of :
ru.thewaysthatyouworkwiththepublic.'.'itit
information-driven?
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Q: ls this the Environment Forum's bus?

A: Yeah, the silver one*ypgh #q l*mf$gg*'s bus...w"ii,ffilir* it,
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Q: Hanging baskets with plants in?

A:Absolutely! Made by me, in front of you, as you are chatting.
And, by the time we've made the 75th, we gave 50 odd away....

Q: You could go and work at Swanland Nurseries!
,,itlir,t1t11;4t;,;,, t, 
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Q: Yeah

Q: So are you focussed, particularly, on sourcing things locally? ls
that a key, sort of ....?
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Q: So...do you....are you providing information...are you asking for
something from them, or...is it.......say with some of the other
organisations I've spoken to, they are mainly, on a practical basis,
consulting on what's going to happen...
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Q: Very nice.
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Q: I personally have a loathing for boundaries and lines..

A: People do move over them..

Q: They do, and up at Longhill the boundary with the East Riding
cuts right across the urban area...well, you would say, it's the same
place...just because you pay your taxes to someone else....they're
dealing with the same issues

A: One side of the street is in the East Riding, the other side is in
Kingston upon Hull. lt's the same people, it's the same location,
they have the same issues, they have the same weather. And they
have the same transport costs and needs, they have the same
doctors, dentists, nurses....

Q:And when you're talking about the community, they're not
divided by...

A: They don't paint a blue line down...

Q: So, yeah...if you can do that, that's good.ffi AI V€
at ili

'r r illir\$.l iffilllllllii*l[Wu

Q: Yeah...So, in terms of Southcoates East, Longhill and Greatfield,
why were those areas targeted?
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Q:And, in terms of...reaching out to those people, you say you're
doing roadshows and events, and you're dropping leaflets.....do
people come to you seeking advice?...Do they come in here?
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Q: Yeah..yeah...and...the means that you use to contact people
with...do you target particular types of households?
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Q: Yeah..
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Q: Yes, this is what we're very keen on. This multiplier effect.

A:Absolutely! The worst thing you'll always find is that bad news
travels about 100 times faster

Q: Yeah....!

A: Bad news is always faster to travel than good

Q:

A:

Q:ffi
A:

Q:
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Q: Mm...and the broader that you cast the net, the more likely.

Q: So, do you get any resistance to....intervention?
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Q:And that's the basis that you approach people on?

Q: Yeah....so what's the grounds for resistance then?

I
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Q: That's what we're interested to see..about these ideas, and what
is it that would tip...if there are these people.......Are they in the
minority, the people who resist?

PurposerdT!ngaging
with the pubtiQ-
Methods of ' *''
-e^fpasement:";i\fi_ 4t

Q:And the fact that you're working in a defined area....and it's quite
an established area

A: Yes..it's lovely. This is the thing...that's where resistance is so
little...

Q: Because it's not a particular transient area, is it?

A: No, it's not....they're all fairly long-term
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Q: Yeah...l know I have worked up on Orchard Park, a few years
back, and I was surprised how established that was, and that
people had lived in the same house tor 40 years...since it was
built...
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Q: Yeah...and I always come on the bus, and I'm amazed how
everybody's talking to one another...like these people know each
other.....they're like 'oh, it's so and so, oh hello'...

A: Yeah

A: There's a really close-knit community....but...at the moment,
we're just getting into the thing of the energy meters now, so we'll
see what problems...you know...

Q: lt's interesting to see what it would take to persuade the people
who aren't as interested....is there something particular that is...
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Q: Yeah....So, in terms of monitoring the data that comes-out of
them, are you able to...is there a means of...

Q: Does it not store data?

A: lt stores for so long, so...basically, we say 'look, this is what
maximum has been used'...so it will give us some form of idea

Q:And do you provide any means for people to keep a log of that?
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Q: Because, personally, I'm quite interested to see, in my own
home, to see what goes up and down...

Q: Because then, you are almost...indirectly...encouraging people
to make use of it
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Q: Yeah, it's real

Q:And are a lot of people in this area pay...pay....for their electricity
on a card meter?
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Q: That's another one

A: But there are a lot of people who have got themselves into
problems in the past, and that's the only way the electricity
companies will....and it's cause and consequence. And another
thing I'm finding again is...in the private rented sector, to stop
landlords being chased...by tenants...they're fitting prepayment
meters to all sort of spanky new houses...

Q: Right

A: To stop any liability being transferred from one tenant to another
and to stop the house getting a bad credit rating...things like that.

Q:And there's issues when the tenant moves on..and...it's left with
the landlord
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A: Exactly. So there's that starting to happen quite a lot as well,
particularly with management companies being involved...that's
where they're fitting them. lt's a liability for the landlord, and if you
take that liability away, or that responsibility away...but then the
person in that house is paying X over the top for an electricity
supply.

Q: Because...in terms of monitoring use, by doing it that way you
do slightly more idea of what you're spending...other than...if you're
paying say, like, on a direct debit....that you don't see, until the bills
comes...what you've spent....you do sort of know....

A: You've got more of an idea, haven't you..

Q: But if you're paying more for it anyway...

A: lf you're paying more for the privilege...that's just wrong.

Q: But, at least with this, then you can see..

A: What's being used

Q: 'Can I cut back?'
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Q: it just follows-on...that mindset
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Q: Because you may assume that you're getting value for money
when you're actually not
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Q: Yeah...something that's comprehensible
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Q: Yeah, yeah...that's better than saying you're saving the polar
bears

Q: Yeah...l think that's how it has to be...to be sold

A: Well, to a particular group.

(Car crashes into bollard outside the window...!)

A: Sorry Will, I was distracted there...oh well!
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Q: So, if that was the case...would you investigate about other
things that...?
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Q: So, in that sense, what other organisations do you work with?
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Q: Now Probe is one that I don't know very much about. I don't
know if it's because I'm from the west side and I know more about
Goodwin...is Probe the East Hull equivalent?
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Q:And you say you've got contact with Chevin and.
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A:And the idea is....with Sanctuary, to actually have them fitted
before the tenant comes in...so when they come in...'we've fitted
these, this is what they do, this is how it helps you'...so

Q:And that's easier.
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Q: Yeah, and it gets around that..having moved into the house, and
somebody bringing something new along. lf you're making the
change to a new house and it's already there, it's just part of it

A: This is it. lt's just continuing something.

Q: Ah, in terms of like the relationship with the Warm Zone, is that
quite a close relationship, or is it, sort of, as and when required?
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Q: Mmm...so has that recently started?

A: Well, they've been in here for the last 3 months...we've actually
given them a front door key, so...they come in...and if they want to
speak to a client with any sort of confidentiality they can go into the
back room. We've got some collapsible tables and some chairs out
there, so they just park out there and that's it.

Q: Yeah, it's a nice space..a welcoming space

A:And it's pleasant...it's a nice quiet, pleasant office..

Q: Yeah.....when you're communicating with people, are there
particular methods that you favour? You we're saying about
questionnaires...
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Q: I remember him coming with the council on the bus...and yeah, it
was a nice sort of sweetener, that they were there alongside...
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Q: So, do you think those people came, in the first instance, for the
repair of the bikes?
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Q: But the....the added benefits on the top.
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Q: And, sort of, somebody on board that now recognises what
you're doing
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Q: Yeah, absolutely

A: Yeah, because let's face it, if somebody started talking to you in
the street and saying 'oh, I can do this for you'....you'll think...'ok.....

Q: 'What do you want?'

Q:Yeah

A: Even for an old cynical old man like me.

Q: So, the questionnaire is the main form....at the minute
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Q: Yeah, I suppose whilst you've got people's attention...

A: Yes, that's the thing....whilst you've got their attention...whilst
they're there

Q: lt's something that they need to do...
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contact (targeting etc)-;.
. - ..i..

Q: No, talking about the volunteers, I'm really interested in
that...how is that going?
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Q: So are you targeting, sort of....you're going to businesses?

A:Anybody! Gone to businesses, and the general
population...we've got the things in the window....yeah....and,
just....everybody

Q:And what sort of tasks can it cover?
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A: ...because we've looked in to how we pay expenses...and, for
arguments sake, if you decided to volunteer, we could quite happily
reimburse you with your bus fare to and from, provided we had a
photocopy of your bus ticket....we could provide you with a
sandwich and a drink or something, at lunchtime...but for whatever
reason the benefits people wouldn't like us giving you a proper
meal, or money towards a meal...because that's a benefit in
kind.....but a sandwich and a drink is not an unreasonable
expectation....

Q: Hmmm, right

A: Yeah, I know. But it's that thing...so we've looked into how we
can do that as well...and, obviously, DBS checking of people,
particularly if they're going to be visiting vulnerable and
elderly...so....you know, that will be in place as well...

Q: I've seen an advert on their website...encouraging people
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Q: So what's the uptake at the minute? How many volunteers have
you got on-board?
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Q:And is that going to be fed-back to the participants?
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Q:And the wider community?
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Q: Yeah, just reinforcing that message...yeah....ln terms of
timescales, sort of...to say...with a meter...are they going in for a set
period?
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Q:And once it's in, is there means for people to contact.

A: We'll contact them

Q:And they contact you if they've got any queries along the way,
say....'what's it doing?'....?

Q: Yeah....yeah...that's part....part of the plan
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Q:And so, this is....the installation....this is something that
eventually the volunteers will be doing...

A: Yeah.....l've had a look how to set them up, and it is pretty
straightforward, so...

Q: So you will as well get that, sort of, the benefit...if they are local
volunteers, you'll get local people helping their neighbours

Q: Yeah, yeah...that's great..........And so, the way that you're
workingwiththepublic,thathasbeendecidedwithint
and through the bid?
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Q: Yeah...and if it's come from a range of different bodies....their
different expertise that they can bring

A: And different local knowledge, different groups....yeah,
absolutely.

Q: Yeah, very good, yeah.........|s there anything that you would like
to do that you're not doing at the minute...as...collectively, or that
you feel that you can't do?
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Q: Yeah.....l suppose just from a personal observation....why isn't
this happening across the city?

A: I don't know

Q: Because it's great! lt should be across the whole city.

A: Personally, I would say it's politicking...People think they have a
moratorium on good ideas...and that, unless it comes from a
councillor in a particular coloured tie, they're not going to listen to
it...l mean, as far as I'm concerned, good ideas come from all areas
of society, and unless you listen to them, you don't learn.

Q:And so, this is happening here...primarily because you're based
here....

A: Yeah

Q: So if you'd be based somewhere else in the city it would be
happening there?

uffim;ffitfiHi

Q: Yeah

A: They build little empires, and they push people away so they can
fill their own self-importance...and that...it's not a train set anymore

Q: No!

A: You're not sat in the loft with the train set

Q: This is real life

A: This is what's happening now

Q: Because everything you've said, I can just see how much benefit
it would be...well, right across the country, but...thinking about
Hull....some of the other organisations that I've talked to are
working in other parts of the city, and this isn't happening...and the
frustration that these people are expressing about...'well why can't
we...there are all these things we want to do and we can't do them,
because nobody'll pay for them'
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Q: So that is an active process at the moment?

A: Yes

Q: That they can separate-off...

A: They will be able to apportion it off in future years, so that other
people can apply to do the same sort of stuff with smaller grants...

Q: Yeah....are other people aware of this?

Q: Well...l don't know...

A: That's the potential

Q: Yeah, but even making the difference here

Q: lt's what you can learn from it

A: Exactly, and it's where you can distribute it afterwards...

A: Oh it is, it's great
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Q: The will is here!....No....1 suppose, as well, with what I'm doing,
it's a similar sort of thing...it's quite targeted, and it's...what we
would like to do is to expand that, broader...but is the will there?
We're trying to persuade people to change...not so much the public,
but the practitioners...to change the way they operate...and is the
will there....for instance, the king of thing I'm coming up against at
the minute is 'who's going to pay me to do this?'

A: Exactly. 'l'm doing this, so who's going to pay me to do
that'....'well, why don't you just do that instead?'

Q: I've found a few people who are skilled in doing certain sort of
community facilitation techniques, and they're not doing it....and I

asked why, and they say'well, nobody wants me to do it, nobody's
going to pay me to do this'....and I said 'well, this is perfect!'

A: Just do it then!

Q: So...

A: 'Not in my job description...not on my pay scale'

Q: No, that's it! They just say, if somebody was doing this paid for,
why should I do it for free?

A: Yeah

Q: 'Why aren't they going to pay me?'

A: 'What, am I not worth paying....the last person was?'You
know...keep going! I've heard that lots

Q: lt's frustrating........l think that's covered all of the questions. ls
there anything else you would like to add?

A: No, I think we've waffled-on for...

Q: Or any questions you would like to ask me of what I'm doing?

Q: I mean, the intention now is, I'll go away and transcribe this, I've
got to code it down into themes, and l'm comparing across the
range of different organisations...everybody's going to be
anonymised, so I'm not going to attribute anything to anybody in
particular, but I will feed-back to let you know what comes out of it

A: That's fine, and look, if there's anything more you want...come
over.r
Q: lwill.

A:
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Q: People'll say'oh, l've got this device'...'well, where did you get
that from?'...'what's it doing?'

Q: Yeah...mmm...and it's seeing...are...are there potential links that
you could make that aren't happening, just by putting people
together...that maybe wouldn't ordinarily mix

A: This is it. And, sometimes, just a chance meeting of the right
people can...spark something up as well, so

Q: But the same with professionals as well...that there are people
who don't talk to one another

A: The thing that was quite handy was that the guy who was with
Prescott last time...he was the one who could tell me about all the
other figures...and

Q: So who was he then?

Q: Who does he work for?

A: Well, part of the Labour party...l think so
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Q: London, up at the top?

A: I think so....l'm not sure....but, I know....what I'll do...is, because
Prescott does visit every month because he's patron of the
Freedom Centre, next time Geoff lets me know he's visiting. l'll let
you know...if there's anything you want....even if you chat to the
guy...you know...whatever

Q: Just getting to know

A: lt's people...and chatting

Q: Getting to know what they're doing

A: I mean, Prescott, when you chat to him in here is completely
different. He's brilliant...he's so....the grumpy old man
personified....he's brilliant

Q:And he's from Hull...so he's got an interest

A: This is it. And, you can call him all the whatevers you want, but
at the end of the day he's a Hull lad trying to look out for people the
same as him. You can't fault him for that

Q:And even more so now

A: I love the way he's just so blunt and honest. I wish more people
were like it...l mean I can be blunt to the point of rudeness on quite
a few occasions, and sometime think...'l really shouldn't have said
that'

Q: Well, it's better than...thinking it and then saying afterwards 'oh, I

wish I'd said...'

A: Yeah, exactly. Unless it proves the old adage of it's best to be
thought of as a fool than to open you mouth and confirm it...

Q: Well, at least people thinking about you...they'll remember you...

A: Oh yeah, there is that.

Q: Well, this has been really great and....l'm really enthused by
what you're doing

A: Wellthis is it. lt's going to help so many people..

Q: ljust wish it was happening in more places

A: Well, the thing is, lets just hope that if we can get it done right,
that it does

Q: That you can show what will work
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A: Because there's also the...going back, there's something I've just
remembered...the switch offered by Hull City Council where they
are trying to buy electricity as a bulk concern, that's been part of as
well, so, hopefully, again, because we're working with the council
office, that we'll have some form of...feedback from that as well

Q: Yeah, so there is scope to build on what you're already doing
to...

A:And say, those on the council tariff are paying this much, and
those on that tariff are paying that much, because you set the
meters for individual tariff costs

Q: Oh right

A:And it covers for Economy 7 as well

Q: So, will that actually give you figures....in pounds and pence

A: Pounds, shillings and pence

Q: Right...yeah...because that's even more sort of, direct, if you're
actually seeing the figures..racking-up....is it like a tally....it'll keep
adding up?
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Q: No, as I'm saying, it's been really great, thank you

A: Not a problem sir, not a problem

Q:And I will keep you posted as to my progress

A: Yeah
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A: But, of course, we've got bedroom tax that's now in, causing
people issues. We've got the universal credit due in...when it's
coming in....some people say it's already in in some form or
fashion, when other people say that'we're not going to be rolled-
out'....so, really all the social tenants that are out there...do they
have bank accounts? Because, if you don't have a bank
account...you're not going to get paid.
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because that....l can see the, sort

Q: Oh right!

A: Through the workshops...so this is what the drop-ins are
about...the drop-ins we have all over the city...and
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: Q: So, in terms of approaching people, is it the case that they would
; come to you, or do you approach them?
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i A: well there's no incentive for the banks because they can't make
j any money. So, of course, If and very fair play to
them,theircourseis...youknow.'.it'snotaimedatt

hey list all the banks that can offer basic
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: A: So...in essence, what can happen is, and has happened,
I somebody can come to us and say 'l've just got a new council flat,
; I've got no money, I've got no furniture, I've got no food, and...what
: do I do?'....

(Discussion with colleagues)

A: Yeah, so....

Q: When you say....in a frfpothetical situation... your contact with an
individual. How long would that last? ls there a...sort of...a set
duration, or is it until the issues are addressed?
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Q: Oh right!
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Q:And do you gather feedback from the individuals who've been
involved?
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A: Our training has been designed byffiThey've
both done a tremendous job. They take maths right out of it, so
there's no maths calculations ru They have a
calculator, and...in it's basic and most simplistic form it's converting
weeks into months and months into years, so...most people get
paid their benefits fortnightly, so....they get twice a month, 4 weeks
in a month...well, when you're doing a budget it's not right,
so....there's actually 4.333 weeks....in a month, because some
months are 5 weeks, some weeks there's 4....so, we don't go into
that. We just say, 'right...well...to get your weekly one, your weekly
figure, it's divide by 52...and that gives you your weekly figure.
Monthly's divided by 12'.......So, because people will automatically
think that 4 weeks is a month, and when you're been paid
fortnightly....because one of the issues is, is that these 6 payments
that are coming out...there's Jobseekers Allowance, Tax Credits...all
sorts of payments, all rolled into one...and, people are going to be
paid it monthly. Now, in some cases, they're going to go from
having no money...to having t2000...and the issue is, are they
going to pay their rent? Are they going to.......and I think this is the
real....the real worry....Andy was alluding there to me a few months
ago that there was one of the study groups...their rent arrears was
times 6 fold...when they did this as a pilot. The idea of...or one of
the ideas of this project, is to make people aware that, by planning
and budgeting you won't get yourself into....Because the issue is...if
you get kicked-out of social housing, you then go to private
landlords, and what happens with private landlords...it's probably a
third more expensive, so therefore, the money you get is eaten-
away even further. And then if you get kicked-out of private
landlords, the social landlords will say 'well, I'm sorry'...so, that's the
worse-case scenario. So...l think people don't think like that, but
that's what will happen. Talking to, you know, the....housing officers
and housing managers...they don't want to use their last resort, but
sometimes they have to, and....you know...whether that person's
right or wrong, anyone loosing their home is...it's a traumatic
experience....and, if you're on benefits, and you're on a limited
income, then to go into private, something else has got to
give...So...the young lady I was talking to this morning, when she's
paid all her bills...she's got t8 a week to feed herself on...so, you
know...that's not a lot....But, she's of that ilk that....where, first thing
I've got to do is pay my bills, secondly is I've got to feed myself, and
she's got t8 a week to do it on. That's how tight we're talking with
some people
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Q: That's really really helpful. I suppose......l'll give you a little bit of
an overview of what we're looking at...and it's trying to...l've got a
concern that participatory practices in sort of...commercial
fields....and particularly in the built environment...are not inclusive
enough...that they are looking too-heavily for information that the
organisation can use for their own benefit, rather than helping the
public....so it's looking to organisations who are actually doing
things for the benefit of the public

l!t!\.I:::j:.1:::::::::=
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Q: Yeah, they do

A: And this is why ffiis project lead, because we
are i mpartial... everyth ing's in confidence with everybody...we're
very very...aware of....we would never ever say to a client...'well, if
you go here or there, they'll sort it out for you'.....if it's a private
company.

al.;

(Background noise)

A: Yes...so I think th;i....

Q: l'd be interested to see f'o*....we're looking at trying to...help
certain organisations to innovate what they're doing, to bring in
some new techniques...and, the best way to do this is to see what
other people are doing...and there good organisations who are
doing this work everyday that we can try and bring in, say...to the
local authority
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A: Now, with a volunteer, you've got to keep them interested in what
they're doing, and you've got to keep them interested, and I think
one of the.....ways that you can do that is...people volunteer either
for something to do, something to look good on their CV, and
hopefully, will try and get into an organisation, so there's the 3 main
reasons. Now...we can utilise that by broadening their options as
volunteers to...integrate them with other organisations. Similarly to
what we can do with our clients, we can offer...l'll give you a for
instance. Somebody that's between 19 and 25, I can say to them
right now 'if you want to do a volunteering scheme in South Africa, I

know somewhere that'll do it free'. And I know that as a fact: Catch
22.They have just been approached by a company to say 'right,
we'll pay the flights, we'll pay you this, well pay you that...it'll cost
you absolutely nothing to go an volunteer in a community in South
Africa, how would you like that?'....So this is one of the benefits of
doing this. Now, if somebody that...has not had a university
education or a gap year, or somebody that has just gone through
normal high school and qualified and got the basic
qualifications...could never dream to do that. So, a volunteer...they
would...they could be volunteering and...for a children's group, they
could be volunteering just delivering leaflets, or whatever....what a
fantastic opportunity...to say that....in fact they can choose from 38
countries, so.....there's benefits to being a volunteer, and I think that
by interacting with other voluntary organisations they can...build-up
this network of not only contacts, but build a network of
volunteers...and we talk to each other, and we say to them...look,
we have regular meetings...for instance we have a steering group,
a sub-group...all of that....and we bring all of this stuff up...and...that
is a really good way of interacting with their volunteers. I would like
to...include...

: A: But I think at the moment we've got...well, fhave got 100
1 volunteers,tlhave got 12...1 reckon its about 160...170
i volunteers that we're aware of. As the project grows we get more
i and more volunteers, and I think that...out of those volunteers, if
i you say, 40 percent of them want to react..interact...and do the
j same thing..that could be a massive force...and....because they
: could sit down with somebody they've know for a year or so, and
: they could just come out and say'l'm sorry, my child...his clothes
i are all ripped, his shoes are threadbare...l've got some
i issues'....and they could say to them...it's about empowering a
j volunteer to have the information to say'look, I tell you what, I'm
: not qualified to give you advice, but I know somebody that
i can'....and it's all about identifying the right people...all about
:identifyingtherightclients.'.because,allusonnwe'renot
i qualified to give advice...and if anyone asks me advice I'd say
; 'sorry, I'm not qualified to do that, but I know somebody that
: can'...so if we can push that down the line to volunteers...so...on the
: overall picture, as the project gets going even further, we've got
: coming-up in the new year...lnclusion Week...and that's going to be
i a big thing, because the city will be involved and Hull City
; Council....

. 
a: When is that?
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A: lt's going to be in January some time. The idea it's been targeted
just after Christmas, so when people have spent-up. And...it's
Financial lnclusion Week. I don't think we ought to call it that, but
that's what it's going to be...because people'll go 'What? What's that
all about?'....And there'll be a series of different things going on in
thecityeVeryday,andofcourse,nwi|lbeinvolvedinthat.
That'swhen'nwi|lgo...be|aunchedproperly..andbythat
time I'd like to think that we've got this network of volunteers, using
them as champions, and maybe using them to become a volunteer
for us, or when we're there for the 2 hours that we drop-in. They
could just drop-in and have a chat. So really, there's maybe a
different angle on that...to what most people tend to do. But...l think
all groups....lthink evenf has volunteers working with him as
well... The other thing that we're also doing is...other
organisations...is training their people to go on our workshops,
becausetheideabeingis..'ifsomebody'ssaying'oh,f'l'll
help you with that...l've been on the course last year and it helped
me'

Q: Word of mouth

A: Precisety it. And...l've got a meeting set-up this week withl
ffi|'vegot14different.'.organisationsthatsaidthey
would like to go on the banking...so, there's a difference between
people saying what they want to do and what they actually do..so,
I've set it all up...and we'll see actually what turns-in. Because
you're talking housing officers, you're talking housing managers...so
they know what they are actually...saying to their potential
client....that I've been on this course myself, and you may find it
very beneficial. And that's the big difference. You may find that....no,
you will find that...it's just a change of attitude really...So really,
that's the different approach I've taken, and the proof will be in the
pudding...but that'll be next year,,,we've got to put the work in now

Q: Of course Vou do, yeah

A: So, I think that's about it

Q: Yeah, that is really good, thank you
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Case A5

A5:376
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Q: So...the main purpose of this is, sort of, a scene-setting
exercise...for me to understand all of the different organisations
working in Hull...with the community on the subject of domestic
energy use....

So.....as an introduction, can you just
give me a brief overview of what 

- 

is....how it's
situated and established?

Q: Very good. Yeah, that's a really good overview. Do you mind me
asking a little bit about your background?
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Q: So, there are those other organisations out there

A: Yes

Q: But it's...pulling them together...is that not being done at the
moment?

to achieve.........OK. ln terms of communicating with the public, can
you give me an introduction...how you communicate with the
public.....how and why

:::::1:r.,: *s*$tl lL il
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r Q: That's quite a statistic!

lve
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: Q: Because that seasonal element..l suppose it brings it more to
: people
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Q: Goodness, yeah...you are busy!

A: Busy, yeah...
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Q: So...say when you're going door-knocking, are you approaching
any householder....all of the households in the street...regardless of
tenure?

i$t

Q: So this Hot Spots...l've not heard of that one...

Q: So that's just starting-up?

A: No, this is...we've been running Hot Spots now for...this is our
third year

Q:And is it growing every time?

A: Yes, it's growing. We're one of the best performing Hot Spots in
the country: There's not very many of us

Q:Ah, so it's a nationwide...?
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Q: lt's help?

A: lt's help.

have the potential to address them...you're not too
say, 'We can only do this'

I Q: I think that says it all, that you have the potential to do
j that...and...l suppose it means a lot more to people if you can...help
r them with...other things

L3l(r.t:8:S=,:-\i',,,i,,iutnil$#KLliillli|:1i91,..V..@=.\,..!!
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Q: Hmm, OK
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Q: Yeah, because...l suppose you need people to realise that you
are....

A: You are there

Q: You're there...and that maybe...th.r" "r" issues that they're
dealing with that they didn't realise they could get help with.....they
can

like a set procedure...sort of set tools....a toolkit of approaches that
you would use...or are you, again, fairly flexible in terms of what

li#1 ntF. h]-Q@ we
s#,, i se if

u*#
['.\,ii-;

Q: I have seen it...the effect...of this confusion....about 'Who's this
calling? What do they want? What do I have to do?...quick quick'
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Q: Yes, so you do have that flexibility to...project by project...choose
the approach that you think would best work

Q: So do you tend to work with individual households, rather than a
community...gathering people together?

Q: Yes, because every household is different

A: Every householO i, Oin"r"ni

Q:And if you gather people together, you're more likely to
compromise, or force some sort of consensus based-upon...the
whole rather than the individual

;..,.Methods'oT'i*'i,,!i ing,,
contact (targeting etc)

ffifr,iii
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i A: Whereas now, as soon as they see our jackets and our
r logos...it's amazing what people will tell you. lt's quite scary,
; actually....And we don't have.....We have a95o/" success rate of
i completions from benefits to income.....and that is huge

Q : Yeah....yeah.....so...it's trying, almost, to maximise your...remit,
: so you can almost, sort of, cancel-out these others...

, 
A: Yeah....the one's that are doing it underhand

: Q: Yeah...the commercial organisations that are in it for their own
: benefit

A: Quick buck

; Q: Double glazing and loft insulation....

Q: No....Yeah, it's just that instant 'do it now'.....not, what's along the
line...pressure

A: Not think about the repercussions

Q: Hmmm.....tn terms of measuting i;p;.i, or. frogr"rr, do you
have particular systems in place,to do that, or is that, again, on a
basis of project-by-project?

Q:And do you feed that back to the communities themselves?
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A5:438 Dissemination of
information collected

Q: But that doesn't go back....does that not go back to the individual
person?

A: No

Q: No?

have first-hand experience!

Q: Right. So it keeps moving along......Timescales. ln terms
of....when you initiate the first contact with a household, is there a
general period of how long you would be involved with that
household. ls it set? ls there a limit?
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Q: Mmm. And, as well...a feeling that someone is looking out for
them

A: Yeah

Q: Yeah...that means a lots......So, responsibility and decision
making. Does that lie with
sort of, accountable to other...bodies?

or are you,
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r Q: Do they have a fairly strict control about that, or is it just a
, general...in terms of your...of what you're expected to achieve, do
I you have targets to meet?

;A:No

: Q: No?

Q: Yeah, absolutely

Sli i iiiiiriii '::i i.
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Q: That's Private Housing within Hull City Council?

; Q:RnO other organisations....can you give me a flavour of some of
: the range?
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Q: No, but that's nice to know....a sort of a round figure......that you
do have all those potential routes through which to channel
issues...

A: Yeah

I haven't seen the Affordable Warmth Strategy, so I'll have to find

It's on...

Q: Online?

A: Yes

Q: Yeah, very good. So, are there some issues in there, listed,
that....potentially?

Q:
it

A:

llili i,llril
ilr.lt;
.!:..:.:.:

Q: So, how....it's a document...how old is that?

A: lt's 'til....it's only a year old.But, the nfforO"Of" Warmtfr Strategy
meetings are supposed to be quarterly..

Q: Ah, so there's meetings to support...alongside that?

lffiIe
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Q:Absolutely! Yeah...and depending on what you spend your
money on, means that you haven't got money to spend on other
things....

l.-." .;'
tG{i,:p.8""8-h P€rsonal
appreciation of the
wider issues at stake

Q: Otherwise, it's useless

Q: Hmmm..yeah

A:And that does happen time anO time again........l know you've
expressed an interest about coming out with us, and I do think you
really need to....because we'll start to get busier in the next few
weeks, and we'll start to do more and more visits. I think...to see it
at first-hand
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Q: I'd like to see it at first-hand and, as I say, the other side of this
profiling of organisations, I'd be very interested to talk to some
residents, because we're interested to see...in terms of when they
look for advice domestic energy use, do they go to the expected
organisations, or are they getting their advice from their neighbours,
from bodies that we maybe don't expect...like...down the pub, or
somewhere.....And it'b trying to build-up this picture about....how
are people forming their opinions about what....what defines their
behaviour...and it's seeing...is there something that needs to be
added-in in that sense to help them realise what actually is out
there. Say...this signposting. Do people realise about all these
organisations? I know that's your job, but ..it's huge

A: You're quite right

Q:And how do you tap into ifratZ

A: 'Mrs so and .o Oo*n ti" r.o"O had this...why can't I have it?'

Q: Exactly....And you ontf iirJ ,rr"i out aiterwards....lt's trying to
understand that sort ol network...How is it working?.....Apart from
the organisations, Just down the street..What are people talking
about? Who are they talking to? And what's influencing them?

A: Yeah

Q: You see, l'm trying to find out if....no* best to approach it..
whether just to go...you see, I don't think door-knocking is the most
appropriate way...it's whether.....could you recommend some
households that might be interested in taking-part.-

but it's
just knowing how best to go about that....and I don't know. I need to
discuss with the people in charge

I

Q: I just want to know...why are they coming? And when you go to
visit people...what sort of things do they talk to you about? And it's
really interesting to hear you talking about this, but to see it first-
hand, to see....

A: What is actually happening

Q: Yeah...and the way trai il;t ;";p";J i; vor..."no just to see
reactions. lt would be very interesting

o
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A: I believe, Will, it's Carers Week.....October the Sth I think it
is....We're working in...l'll have to check.....l think it's Victoria
Square, and there's a big marquee down there. That might be a
good one for you to actually go along to. I can't honestly remember
the date, but I will feed it to you....but I'm sure we're covering it. So
if you want to go along with whoever's covering it just to get first-
hand experience of what's going on

Q: Yeah, I'll just stand in the background and watch....

A: Oh, you can sit there and talk to peofte, that's what it's
about...you know...loads of people are happy to talk...that's why
they come to these places

Q: Right

A: Alright?

Q: That's fantastic, thank you

A: l'll feed that on" to yo,

Q: so, I think that's 
",i. 

*"r'J;;; ij-; " ir"n."',p,2

A: Yes please, so I can r"" *h"a ...;iitnl ooo-ooos l'ue r"o"t
Q:And it'll be word-for-word....but, it's all being anonymised, and
I'm just going to compare the complete picture to see....what
connections there are, what gaps there are, the aspirations...and is
that anything that we can address as part of this project. ls there
any foundation works that we could pull-together, given the
connection we've got different bodies, and the support of the
university ls there anything that we can help to try and...

A: Pull together....yeah, that'd be good.

Q: Yeah...so I'll email that to you...and I'll stof tn" ,""orOing.....
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Case A6

i Q: So....the main purpose of this is as scene-setting exercise

lA:OK

: Q: So, can you give me an overview of what 
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A: So, at the moment, for example, l've got involved in things even
like...organising a PeterAndre concert in Driffield...l'm not quite
sure why we're doing that, but anyway.......These mad two girls,
who are really funny, who are organising it. But we were brought in
to do...because there's a strong environmental theme to it, to
advise them on potential stallholders, potential aspects of how you
can communicate environmental awareness through a major pop
concert....so there is a good link there. And then, specific services,
for example, we will offer them...we will set-up a park and ride
arrangement with them, we'll set up a contra-marketing deal with
Northern Rail so you can buy your show tickets at a Northern Rail
station, and we're encouraging people to use public transport on
the day....the two days, 12th and 13th October. So there's all sorts
of different things we get involved in.

So, typically, we'll provide lecturers with
links to the business community in Hull, or the public sector, or the
third sector, we'll signpost for them, whether in Hull or Scarborough
or anywhere else,
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A:And we've found that has been extremely successful. ln quite a
lot of the wards, what the councillors say to us is they get far more
engagement doing it that way then they would, say, having a
meeting in an evening in a school or a community centre.

Q: I've seen the bus out and about

r Q: I've always found the way that you move around throughout the
day very appealing

i A: 3 or 4 locations in a day,like....like, I keep saying that! Today, for
; example, in a 4 hour period in the University ward in the north of
; the city, we covered 5 different locations. lt worked quite well. And,
, last week we did leader of the council's ward, Southcoates West,
: and we got, perhaps 100 pieces of casework.
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A: So, apart from that, we've done consultation. We tend to do
consultation for big projects in Hull.

WHefj
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: Q: Yeah, lthink it means a lot'''
: A: Took his time, left his BMW 4 wheel drive round the corner,
: and...he was very honest with them, so....to us, that's what it's
; about. Meaningful engagement, and those travellers....well, they're
; different type of travellers, they actually live there....they were very
: impressed with Charlie, because he was with me.
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Q: lt's not what you know it's who you know

A: Hmm, yes. So, that's the sort of thing we do

Q: Yeah, very good

A: There's probably other things as well, but I can't
remember....tired......So, wide-brush.

r A: So, we put 2 bus services on, we liveried them externally. But
I then we also commissioned 13 external vinyls on 13 East Yorkshire
: buses and came up with a brand 'Your route to Yorkshire's Wolds
: and Coast'...it's what we created, and we commissioned a designer
; in Hull to do it...massive leverage because of our connections with
: the bus and train operators...we wrapped a train, which is 158861 ,

: which is flying around here somewhere, which again has an
r external wrap, vinyl....again, we designed and commissioned that.
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Q: Yeah

A: E. And that was really successful, both from
private sector landlords to private owners, to private sector tenants,
and they would use the bus as a mobile facility.

A: Today I was massaging a councillor's back in front of
everybody...but we're a bit different. Councillor Fields, I mean, she's
in her 60s but, we're a bit different. We stick out a bit.

Q: So I sense the passion, what about your background?
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A: People like N Power will pay handsome funds because you
know the area. They don't...they've just got somewhere in the
middle of North Lincolnshire, or somewhere near Old Goole or
something...We know the area, so it's not just about engagement,
we can tip them where...the Community Payback element of it...
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Q: So was that really your impetus for taking that?
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i A: Yeah, and personal development. I was lucky I got a bursary for
, the fees, so...
i

i Q: Yeah, fantastic

, A: Anything else?

: Q: ln terms of like the purpose of your engagement, is it driven on a
: project by project basis, or do you have an ethos about what you're
i trying to deliver?

Q:Yes

Q:And this all goes round in a circle...and devefops
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A: So, I don't go round and say to people 'you should be on an East
Yorkshire bus, you'...because if you're living in Wetwang or
Langtoft, particularly Langtoft as there's no bus to Langtoft any
more. But if you're going to York...alright, if you don't want to use
the X46 or the train, just use Park and Ride, which they do...and so,
a lot of what we're doing....

A: Yesterday I had a call from a lady in East Hull, and she said 'l've
just lost my bus service', and it was a subsidised bus service that
Hull City Council are providing. She didn't live far away from the
main road, but that was important. Now, we could say 'alright,
awful'...or I'll write everything down and get the council to get back
to her, which they probably wouldnt.

A: What we try and do, and why clients love us, particularly
Stagecoach and East Yorkshire, is because they don't need to send
anybody. They trust me to be on the street, and what I do is....l'm
about building a relationship with the operator. lt might be....First of
all, they can't just put it on for a couple of weeks...'couldn't you just
put a little minibus on for a couple of weeks and see if it
works?'...'well, first of all, madam, they're not allowed to do
that'....you've got to give the traffic commissioner 8 weeks notice.
'Well I didn't know that'. 'Well, I didn't think you would know
that...and I'm not having a go at you for it'...but what I'm trying to do
is explain...see if from their viewpoint, and if I can get you to see if
from their viewpoint and I can get the operator to see if from your

A: So, we did a lot work in Grimsby on reprofiling the bus network,
which is primarily,99.9"/o Stagecoach operated. And a lot of that's
about personal relationship with the person who plans the routes,
who happens to be based in Hull. So we've always had that guy
who looks after Grimsby, because he's based in Hull. And then you
extend that to Scunthorpe, because he looks after Scunthorpe.
Then he'll say 'well, I also do Skegness as wellf' so we go to
Skegness as well. So...and it's interesting, his counterpart, who's
based in Lincoln, who looks after Lincoln depot and Gainsborough,
isn't like that.

A: So it's about personal relationships, and it's about developing the
networks, and it's about striking that relationship with the client
individually. So John from Stagecoach will say to me..'well, I get 10
people complaining about the service 54 around Bilton Grange..but
they're all saying the same thing, and it makes sense what they're
saying. I hadn't thought about it like that before and I know...'this is
his words 'there are 10 times that who won't complain...either they
can't get in or they won't complain. But I'm losing business...l've got
to do something about that'. And he says that 'that's the value of
having you, and your independence'. So we try and explain things,
that's when he's with me, or maybe he's not with me...so we explain
how things work.
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i A: The same with local government as well....We're just doing a
, project with the University at the moment, 

-

i whereby the City Council has approached us and said, 'what we'd
r like to do,I, particularly in the Newland ward where a lot of the
, 2nd and 3rd years live in private rented accommodation...'....big
r thrust on, within the University, and I suppose nationally as well,
r about better neighbourhoods, better neighbours, so...how can
; undergraduate students, primarily, fit better with local neighbours.
I So you're tackling anti-social behaviour, you're trying to get them be
r a fuller citizen, all this sort of stuff. So we're using our councillor
r surgeries to do that. We sat down with the president of the union...l
: sat down with the president of the union today, and what I'm saying
r to her is 'this is what I need from you...can you send out a mass
I global email, and you've got all these student street'...people,
; whatever they do...agents, they go out.....'we need them there, but I

r need you to tell me where these students are, what time to be
: there....and then can you come-up with some freebies, and we'll
: have the anti-social behaviour on board, the police on board,
: because some of them might be a bit frightened about walking the
; area..but we know there's a Oig issue about cleansing at the
r moment. A lot of students just dump their wheelie bins all over the
place, or maybe they're not engaged in recycling, maybe they're not
even registered to vote because they don't live...indigenously in
Hull.

, -. , :.,

Gibat Quote, Methods
of engagement

, A: So, this morning I was in North Hull, and...yes, a lot of council
r officers had their hands in their pockets and they were chatting. I

, was stopping people in the street. 'Now then love, how's
; things?'...'Alright'....'Got your councillors on there'.. and you always
, point to them....you say 'that's your local councillor', and they might
: know them, they might not. 'Oh right'......'How do you feel about the
, area? Any issues?'....and you treat people as they read
: them.....'No, not at all'....and often, it's just asking them. 'Any issues
: in the area? I've got a copper here if you want one, I've got a
: council worker there'...and what you're saying is..you're leaving a
; legacy, or you're saying 'Fine, love...no issues? Right, I'll let the
r councillor know'because what they're doing is they're giving me a
r snapshot of the area. Maybe only 10 or 15 of them this morning,
: but...they're giving me a snapshot of the area. lf there's nothing up,
, great. Not a problem. I report that back to the council. She didn't
: ask me to do that, ljust did it off my own back.
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A: And every ward is different. So, Southcoates West, which we did
last week, I think it was...yes, last Tuesday, is the Leader of the
Council's ward, and his sister's also a councillor. Totally different
approach. She is very hands-on, she was on her own, we got about
50 or 60 bits of casework...and everybody knows her. So the bus
adds to what she's doing. lt's great for her, because she's very well-
respected. Her officer is brilliant as well. He lives in the ward,
James. So he's out, he knows everything, he lives in the ward and
he's her paid officer. They work very well together. They're both
very hand-on, and we get a lot of...hey presto....we get a lot of
people turning up. And they're not moaning about...for the sake of
it.
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, A: 'l've not been on this before....and is it alright if I ask a
i question?'...of course it is, and...you're not putting them in front of
r everybody...'and I'm not sure if this is anything to do with the
, council'...'Doesn't matter, love. You tell me what the issue is and I'll
r make sure you get a response'....'Oh right, well....l didn't know
i whether dog fouling was that.....'......'Probably a police issue, so
i we've got a PCSO here'.....and they'll go and have a chat with the
i PCSO, and what often you can do, if there's an issue, and it varies
I with the police....and I am talking to the Police Commissioner about
r using us more...you can actually say'l'll come with you now,
; love...l'll come and have a look'....so you're killing two birds with
i one stone. Now, if they tried to ring Hessle Control Centre, and
, eventually get through and put here and 'we'll get somebody to
i come back to you', and a PCSO eventually comes to see
r you...what I'm interested in doing is doing it there and then.

Q: lt's the impact, and that lasting sense that...it's been resolved,
right there and then
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A:And tomorrow, somebody knock on the door and get completely
different job, a job that I've not done before. Tomorrow, actually, I'm
in Grimsby, because they're shutting the bus station, so we're
advising the public. Again, l've negotiated very good daily rates, so
because they trust us and nobody can touch our price, but we don't
sell ourselves cheap

Q: Well, and you know the area as well

ffirtfirbiffi5 dF#'## rffi, tnesion; a'bit oi oiesel for the.bus nory.a
the ihsurance...theie isn't really muc

A:As I say, some of it's free-bono stuff, so on public transport we're
I a central hub for train distribution. So, train companies send us
r boxes of timetables, because we identified...unbelievable..they
r don't send timetables to libraries or council customer service
, centres, in some cases not even tourist information centres. So,
r what we do is a central hub for Humber, Transpennine, Northern,
: Hull Trains, East Coast...we will distribute their timetables off-rail.
r So they'll do their main outlets and train stations. We will do

. 
anything else. So, libraries will ring us.

; Q: So they don't distribute....Because you would think that would be
: the logical thing to do. People who go to the station will be wanting
: information anyway. lt's the people who aren't going to be looking
: for it that you want to target Right!

; A: We have a situation where Northern Rail, and it's a service
; requirement that they produce these Ranger leaflets. lt's a really
, good package. You can buy a ticket for whatever anywhere in their
I network. Ranger or a Rover. lt's a nice product. lt.might be

, say. travel 3 days out of 7 on this one ticket

. Q: Yeah, I've seen those
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A: Yeah. Well, remarkably, we spotted a problem...a gap.So we
asked Northern Rail....'Where do you distribute these
leaflets?'....'Well...train stations'..and the odd other location.'Well
what about tourist information centres?'....'No'. But hang on...just
what you said. This is a leisure product, get it into tourist
information centres across Yorkshire. I'm not going to say that
you're going to see a million pound increase in turnover, but get the
tourist information service selling the product for you. I don't mean
you give them any money, because they will have people, like
Sheffield, for example. Sheffield TIC we stock...they love us.
They're probably thinking 'Who's this strange outfit from Hull in
South Yorkshire....but we've never had this before'.....And the
Sheffield Winter Gardens TIC is nearly opposite the railway station.
And...'This is great, because we get people coming in saying
'whatls the best way to see Yorkshire and we haven't got a car'.....'
And they can't get enough of us.

A: What often, again unbelievable...we sit down with people like
Northern Rail and we try, with the client managers, to put together a
structure. And you look and they say 'huh?'. Well, funny enough,
after we delivered these Rover leaflets, across Yorkshire, 'We're not
interested in that....we have to do it'........'But yeah, it's
business'......A year of us getting involved, we did all the tourist
information centres, we did events, we did some customer service
centres, some libraries....they saw a 10ol" increase in sales

Q: Result

A: We do a lot of contra-marketing, ,o, 
"g"in, 

with the relationship
stuff, Driffield Show, for example is one of my babies. Driffield Show
love me, because I run all the public transport, and I've helped them
grow the market. So I put on, for example, a free shuttle bus
between the town centre and the show ground, which is a mile
exactly

Q: I've used it.
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A: Oh right, you might have seen me. What I do is contra-marketing
with Northern Rail. So Northern Rail...l put the meeting together
and something like this...l'll get Jodi from Northern Rail, and I'll get
David Tite the show organiser together...we don't have to meet
nowadays, because we can do it off the back of our hands,
but...and I'll say'David, you organise the show, what can you offer
him at Northern Rail?....Jodi, you're managing marketing at
Northern Rail, what can you do?'. And he's saying 'Well, I want
Driffield Show to be more than an East Riding agricultural show, I'd
like to market it to South and West Yorkshire'. Jodi says 'Well I run
trains to those places, and I've got all these stations,
Knaresborough, York...they don't run Yorks station,
but.....Mexborough, Conisborough'. 'So, what he can offer you is
poster space, he can offer you timetable space, he can offer you
web space. So, give him the copy to do that, because it's in your
interest. And then, in return, I'll put the free shuttle bus on, and you
can market the show, Jodi, so you're getting more bums on your
train seats to Driffield station, which is what we do. And then if
Jodi...if your people use the train, when they get to the gate, they
get a quid off just by showing the train ticket....will you do that
David?'....'Yeah, I'll do that, Jodi, You get your people on the train,
get them to show their train ticket, and I'll give them a quid of
entrance. lt's no skin off my nose'. So we do that.
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A: We set that up as an incentive. I put the free shutile bus on,
which I was driving this year. what do East Yorkshire get out of it?
well, I then renegotiate with David to say'East Yorkshire would like
a free stand to put one of their coaches on'or it was a vintage bus
this year and last year, because it's normally 600 quid, it's quite
expensive....'will you do that?'. And he'll say 'l'll give him a free stall
if he gives me a free bus'...and we've got a depot in Driffield, so t

have a guy just running a loop round, so it serves the train people
so it keeps him happy, and it's also good for East Yorkshire,
because it's awareness. And in return, I'll say to him 'l'll work with
the bus company, and we'll promote Driffield Show on the buses as
well as on the trains'. East Yorkshire are benefitting, because their
service buses from Hull, Brid, Filey, Scarborough, Beverley,
York....go passed the show ground anyway. So, I'll say to him 'Don't
you worry about that, because I will set that up with him'....because
I know that company inside out, and I can do what the hell I want in
that company....'we'll put posters up, we'll...again, if you give him
the same offer as him, so your people who are getting off the
service bus can show their ticket or bus pass and give them a quid
off. So, I'm bringing you, Mr Organiser, all this extra business.
You're getting exposure on buses and trains and railway stations
and websites and social media...and I'm doing that for 50 quid'. The
50 quid is a 50 quid donation off Driffield Show for me to print the
leaflet. So, he's designing the leaflet for free, the 'How to Get to
Driffield Show'leaflet which is promoting the show, using their
brand..a nice DL folded leaflet....l'm saying to him he's getting a
free leaflet, which keeps him happy, and he's paying for the
artwork, and I've got your logo on it, and he's quite happy to have
rail and bus tickets on it, because you all work together, even
though there is a bit of competition there. lt's one leaflet, so r can
give that to the customer. My volunteers here will distribute it across
Yorkshire...5000 leaflets. He's given the artwork and my printer's
printing it. And then I went to visit Hull and East Yorkshire and say
'Look, Anthony, it's promoting the region...give me 300 quid towards
it'...'Alright,I, I will'. So, everybody's running it on that basis.
And that...l've just given you one example of how I've held ail that
together. Before we did all that, nobody did anything. So, that's

Q:And getting these people together, talking to one another, and to

A: So I'm replicating that now for...the Country Farmers
Festival...the pop concert...Peter Andre. So, that's that one. And
that keeps them happy.
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A: I mentioned one of my bus services that I run is the...well, I get
East Yorkshire to run it...is Driffield to Malton. Again, it's a really
good example, because we're quite interested in tackling rural
poverty, rural exclusion...particularly with the East Riding being the
largest unitary authority in England. High growing-up population,
issues of accessibility, not so much to employment but health and
social wellbeing...very spread-out. So I'm Vice-Chair of the East
Riding Transport Partnership, so we've done quite a lot of
innovative work. We've been involved with the Yorkshire Ambulance
Service, using council social service vans and how we can back
them when they're not doing anything during the day. And my
Dodger bus, between Driffield and Malton, which was European-
funded, what I did with that was, I could have just run it as a normal
bus service, because the European grant paid East Yorkshire to run
the'bus service. Minimum subsidy, so even if there was nobody on
it they got the money. So, what I did was, I got some money to
market it, so I got offenders to leaflet a lot of the rural villages,
maybe only a thousand villagers here, a thousand villagers there
along the route, saying you've got a brand-new bus service. I

branded it, not as a bus service, but as an experience. So....which
I'd already created for the...Your Route to Yorkshire's.....Yorkshire
Wolds and Coast service. So, unlike East Yorkshire, who produce a
timetable with sticks on it, and don't sell the destination, I put pretty
pictures on it, I use bright colours, and I had it professionally-
designed. So, it was a bus timetable, but it wasn't pushing buses, it
was pushing a bus service to get to Malton. Because I knew there
was a market opportunity to get people, primarily bus pass holders,
from Driffield to Malton, on a Saturday because that's market day.
And there's no other way to get to Malton from the E?st Riding,
expect there's a bus from Brid, but that's it. You can't get from Hull,
you can't get from anywhere else in the East Riding, other than by
driving

Q: Other than going round by the train

A: Well...a hell of u rong ;;t r";;J, v""r, Ano oriffield and Malton
have got a lot of similarities, and they're relatively near each other...
20 miles. So, and because I marketed it, and liveried the bus
up...every so often you get something else in the media, because
you find a new angle. lt's doing extremely well now. So, some
days...there's only one journey there and back, and there's a return
journey there and back...so 2 return journeys on a Saturday,
Sunday and Bank Holiday from Easter to the end of September. lt's
already carried over a thousand people, so...because I know,
because l've generated the business. And that's what you're doing.
And hopefully we can mainstream it next year.
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r A: Spurn Ranger carries even more, because you're selling the
; experience. And Yorkshire Wildlife Trust love it, because you're
r reducing the number of vehicles down there. lt used to get right
: down to the bottom of the peninsula but, with erosion, you can't
: send the bus down there anymore. Again, what is my involvement?
r My involvement is to facilitate. My involvement is to create
r something that wouldn't have been created before. My involvement
; is that I'm taking the medium of public transport, or a bus, but it ain't
r about a bus. lt's about sustainable development. lt's about
r providing a legacy service so, if I can get passengers on the
: Driffield Malton service, after the grant's run-out, they've still got a
, service, hopefully, next year. Or, I can get a parish council to maybe
, put a little bit of money into it, or a town council, whatever. And, it
, isn't just about providing another day out, it's about tackling social
r exclusion, it's about giving people a bit of aspirations if they've lost
r a lot of facilities in the village somewhere rural, it's about green
r tourism. So, my Dodger Oul is deliberately designed to pick-up the
I Wolds way, so you can get a train or a bus out of Hull, get off at a
: bus stop or at the train station, and waiting is a bus. And whoever
r vou are it will take you up to Fridaythorpe or Thixendale, and you
: can go walking for the day, and then get the last journey back. So
: it's also about green tourism, it's also about the Hockney
r experience, it's about using a bus service to tackle so many
; different issues. That's what's in it for us. And that's what we
specialise in

: Q: Maximising those benefits, from one thing...that is just a bus
, service. But no, it's so much more. All these other things

Q: Yeah...l had my bike post-coded in Pearson Park

A: Yeah, Avenue Surgery. Which reminds me, we have another
project. Again, as I mentioned how we work together with other
partners. We have some commercial partners, so sometimes we
will bid for work, or a commercial partner, a marketing agency,
whatever...they'll see a project and think 'right, we'll bid for it, and
I can do...or can
do that'...sometimes they don't even have to ask me. They will lead
on it, and there might be a commercial contract, and they know I

can deliver it. So, particularly with the energy companies, they do
work on our behalf...off-shore companies, whatever.

I
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i A:And that has been really successful, I mean, Andy's really good.
; I've had that bus full of people making-up baskets, cycle coding,

' 

Warm Zone stuff . Works really really well in two deprived wards.

; A:Again, with the Carers Centre, we had the bus at Walton Street
: Market last Wednesday. They got 54 contacts, not 54 people saying
, 'Hello', 54 bits of casework to follow-up. That's vulnerable people in
r society. And some of that could be environmental. Some of it could

be referring about fuel poverty, that these people who look after
others who need support.

: A: I'll book the site for them, I'll do the marketing for them. Then I'll
; ride-off when I've had it there for half an hour and made sure the
, girls are alright. And some projects are like that. You'll set it up. I

i was at University as well last week so, put the bus there, cycle to
; University, come back, drop them off, take the bus back to
: University and go back into lectures. So, sometimes it can be that.
: lt can be that they are just hiring our services to do something quite
; simple and I don't have to stay there. Sometimes, I'm there and I'm
: integrated as part of the project. So every client and every project is
: different. So, we do think on our feet a lot
:.
, Q:And you have that flexibility to be able to do that

r A: People want that flexibility. I will work and work and work. I won't
say 'Oh, I won't do that'. My office never shuts at 4, it's whenever,

i you know. Sometimes you're working 3 or 4 weekends on the trot.
: Sometimes you're not. You've just got to do the business. You've
, got to be flexible. ljust run it like a private sector business. And so
: far it's worked, but it is extremely tight, because you're tired all the
, time, especially when you're doing an MBA. You're shattered,

1 
because there's nobody else...just me...l've got no staff

: Q: So if you don't do it, it doesn't get done.

A: I've given evidence at the Transport Select Committee, I've given
evidence to regional organisations, I used to be on Hull City
Council's Scrutiny Commission...Environmental Scrutiny
Commission, and I've recently given evidence to their
Environmental Transport Scrutiny Commission. I've got another
scrutiny panel going next month, I've given evidence to East Riding
Scrutiny Panels.
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'Have you got a story,-?'. So, we're feeding the media all the
time. And it might, you know, we might just give a story to Tim
lredale who does the politics show....North of Westminster...and
you might not see us, but we're feeding him stories. And we'll come
across things. We're involved in so many different things...and
people'll go 'Ah, that would make a good media story'. I often know
what are good media stories before the journalist knows, and I've
got to tell the journalist it's a good media story, because I've been in
this game a long time, and I sometimes cringe and I think 'Oh dear
dear dear, Look North. You haven't a clue, have you!'. And I'll ring-
up the DJ, or I'll ring up Andy Comfort and I'll go 'Andy, don't they
know what a story is? They haven't even written it properly'. You
know what a story is You've got a scent for it. All the time.

Q: When you're out on the ground, seeing these things happening
everyday

A: Or your brain just goes 'ting'. So I've run stories on things
like...you might do it on a hunch. You might chat to a journalist 'You
know that KC Stadium? A lot of derelict shops round it'...'Yeah,
dereliction?'...'Well, wasn't the idea of the stadium, back in 2002
and 2003, that it would lift the area? lt hasn't done it'.....That would
make a good Look North story!'. So the Look North guy comes out
and you're filming, showing dereliction. And I ran a story...about 18
months ago, I thought 'Holy Trinity Church. Largest parish church in
England. Hull hasn't got a minster or a cathedral. What do you need
to do a minster?'So I looked on the internet, and to be conveyed as
a minster...it's just a name. You don't need any special approval.
Just do it. You don't need to convey anything. So I ran a story on it.
The media loved it. 'Hull should have a minster'. Because it was
about the time when they were looking...how can we uplift the city?
The church wasn't very happy, but...sod it!
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Q:
old

j A:And the analogy ljust gave downstairs to some NPS people
; was...the Lincoln has a university, which was funded by Hull, but we
, won't go into that. That was another one of my campaigns. But,
, people have said to me in the past, Lincoln University sounds as
: though it's always been there, which as you know, it hasn't. lt's a
i new university. But it sounds as though it's a traditional red-brick
r university. lt's notl lt would have been a poly!

But with the heritage of the city, you assume that the university's

i A: So, my theory was for, say...Hull has a minster, 'Wow, that must
r be quite important'. But also, not only internally lifting aspirations,
r people visiting the area. The Americans would love that. 'A minster!'

Q: Because when you look at York, and at Lincoln, and you think
about the cathedral

A: Really important..it must have a history

Q: So, you would assume that connotation of heritage, with a
minster

Q: Well, and you're expecting people to come to you, aren't you

Q: That seed

Q: Well you must be doing something right to have survived for 15
years doing this sort of approach
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A: You work out what you're good at. You work out what the
opportunity is. And you work out where the business is, and
sometimes you've got to create business and get the trust of
people. So...you get a lot of MPs and councillors talking to you

A: Hull Trains is another big one of our supporters. We helped
create their...they haven't got a franchise, but...years ago, quite a
few of us went down to Westminster, about 6 or 7 of us, and
lobbied for them. And they might call me and they'll say I, we
want to do a bit of work around Grantham or something...can you
do a bit of work for us on that?'. So I say alright. Sometimes they
pay me, sometimes they don't, but they give me free first class
tickets to London so.

l A: So that's us, really. Of course we set-up the Architecture Centre;
i as I mentioned on the phone. Steve George and a few others.

. 
That s about it, I think. Anything else?

r Q: You've helped me, because I'm not having to push you with the

, Questions. you're ticking all the boxes

r A: That's the way!
i

: Q: Lets have a look....things like documentation and distribution will
: be the responsibility of the people you're working for, they'll
: undertake those sort of roles. You're a slightly different organisation
r to the other ones I've spoken to
i

, 
O' *. are different...

; Q: Yeah, that's a good thing.....So, are there things that you would
l like to do that you aren't doing, or can't do at the minute..sort of,
, potential...to expand, or other ways that you would like to engage
with community?

r A: Yeah, I mean...the good thing about what we do is that it's
i constantly reinventing itself...(incoming text message)....

F-rofeaf fh€ i', ;,,;i;:;'ffi'p'l ""fi**

Q:That makes you unique in that sense as well
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A: Yes. So there's an element of that. But, there is an element of
chasing, in that, yes, I'm always aware of new issues. So, for
example, I'm quite conscious of fracking at the moment. ls there
anything my organisation can do, because a lot of people...even I

don't really understand fracking, but it's quite topical. And we're at
that point now where there's an interesting debate, where this
government is starting to say...'Well, we're not sure about fracking'.
And there is some fracking going on in North Yorkshire, just outside
the East Riding boundary, so I'm quite interested...'Well, maybe
that's an area'. And I'll do that because, maybe it's an area people'll
be asking about and I can deliver and help the debate. But also,
there might be some money there.

A: So, for example, there isn't much in wind farms now, because
on-shore wind farms..they're difficult in the planning process. So,
that...it tends to be a bit of carrot and stick in that respect. You're
constantly scanning. Yeah, you've got your core business of going
and doing a travel surgery in Scunthorpe or somewhere, but..yes,
I'm always looking for that..what's over the hill. ls there something
we should be involved with? ls there a market opportunity there?

A:A few years ago, for example, I found a little bit of money and, in
our old building on Queens Gardens, I thought...why don't we run
some organic gardening courses, and allotment gardening, and
composting. We didn't get much money, about a grand...so I rang
up the council, said to Andrew 'You look after allotments, would you
be prepared to do a couple of lunchtime courses...an hour long,
could have been 2 hours...whatever, on organic gardening,
allotment gardening?'. So, you know...very popular. 'Yeah, alright
I, because it'll help raise the profile of what the city council's
trying to do'. I didn't pay him, but I got paid. And, they were over-
subscribed, so we read the market just right. I put it round the
networks, and they were full. 1 4....15 people in each
class....brilliant. lt's like a pop-up opportunity. To say, you're really
providing a need...made about a grand out of it. Feathering your
relationship with the city council. You're helping them, and you've
sent 200...300 people away very happy, over the period of 3 to 4
weeks, maybe longer. So, I even got...no, it wasn't an NVQ
form...but it was a formal....so we could get the funding for it.

A:And it...that's what you're doing. So, all the time you're looking on
the horizon for something new. So, every day is different. People
ask me..'What do you do?'...and I think...l occasionally take a bus
out, but...l don't know what I do

Q: So you've no past experience of driving buses, apart from
through this?
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A: No, not at all. But I knew the bus company could give us a
resource. So...l've actually just passed my bus license, because
that thing, the silver bus, that you've seen, you can drive that on a
car license. And for the last 8 or 9 years I've been driving it on a car
license. When we set the bus project up, it wasn't like..... The
Countryside Agency was around, and we were funded, my
organisation was funded to do travel surgeries in the East Riding. lt
was an old DEFRA agency, that's long-since gone. So, we got Alun
Michael, who was the Minister of State for Agriculture at the time, to
launch this project up at Bishop Burton, because he was there
anyway. So, he launched it and said how wonderful it was. But we
knew...at the time, we thought we needed a bus driver. So we
costed every time we went out that we had a bus driver. Then,
somebody thought....'Hang on. We haven't got any bus drivers,
I Then, somebody at East Yorkshire said 'Hang on a minute.
It's under 7 and a half tonnes isn't it?'....'Yeah'...'You're not carrying
people for money, you've got less than 18 seats...have you got a
D1 on your license,I?'....most people in this room will have a
D1, it comes with your car license. 'Yeah, I have actually'....'So we
could satisfy East Yorkshire's insurance that you could drive it
legally, because, technically, it's classed as a van...even though it's
a bus'. That's what we did. So I got that one. And again, it's longer,
11.3 metres long, but it's under 7 and a half tonnes, I'm not running
a bus service, so it doesn't need an operating license. I can carry
people on it, but not for money. So, that was that. And then this
summer I thought 'Hang on, if that ever breaks-down, I can't drive
anything else in the fleet, because there's nothing else in the fleet'.
So, I said to East Yorkshire, I rang my Uncle Peter...he's not my

Q: Mr Shipp

A: Uncle Peter, yep. I said 'Peter, Uncle, will you sponsor me to do
my driving license. Because it's in your interest, isn't it, Peter.
Because if you do, if you're ever short of drivers I'll do some casual
for you'....."Yes, alright then. But you'll have to pay your own
medical'. So, I paid 90 quid and he just tagged me on the end of his
new recruits. So I had 2 and half days instruction. Everyone else
had 8 weeks. And I passed over the summer, in July. And I thought
I might as well. Another string to my bow. So I can drive anything
else now. Any bus in the fleet, as long as it's automatic, which 95%
of them are. So, if mine ever breaks down, I'll just see if there's one
spare...pull a bus out. Again...you get what you can. We haven't got
a budget to train me to be a bus driver. lt would probably cost a
grand

Q: But just through your connections

A: Through Uncle Peter. So, that works

Q: When you said on the fhone about calling everybody
uncle...That's the way to do it!
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Q:And it breaks-down that barrier

r A: They think I'm wonderful, because they think 'He does all this?'.
, So, it's...you know...l've had to mould that, because they thought
, we should be doing more of what Andy does, for example, at Green
; Prosperity. And I said 'Well, I can't run a project like that. l've got no
: staff. lf Andy's doing it, and Jan Boyd in East Hull....Jan has worked
: in Preston Road for 15 years...she knows her stuff. She's got a
. good environmental background. Andy's new but, Jan knows her
i stuff. Shouldn't we be looking for opportunities to work with her and
: to add some value to what she's doing?'. And they didn't ask these
: questions...l'm making this up. But if they would have done, which
I they don't, because they don't question me, that's what I would say
: to somebody. Yeah, I think Jan's doing a brilliant project. And I

; could have done that, I suppose, but...she know's what she's doing.
: And that would have limited my organisation to 2 wards in East
: Hull. And we are a'forum'. And there's nothing wrong with limiting
, lour project to 2 wards in East Hull or 3 wards, or whatever you
i want to do, but...you either do it my way, or you get core-funding
: from the local authority to do something, or your bidding for things
; out of lottery money.
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: A: They might be to sort of....work with Keepmoat, I don't know...to
: dig-up an old colliery site put housing on it. We,work for Keepmoat
as we Not around here so much

l Q: Right...they're Doncaster-way aren't they?
:

: A: Yes. Wath they've moved to. But technically they're still out of
: Doncaster. So, for example, with Keepmoat, I was introduced to
: them through the Gateway scheme, and then I did their
I consultation for Riley Site on Anlaby Road. Fantastic. I mean, we
j had to consult the neighbouring houses. They've just starting
r development. They started 2 months ago. I was getting 200 people
: a day. I was parked down Woldcarr Road outside somebody's
, house, and it was full of people

r Q: Very visible

: A: And often, that's how you're doing it. So then, you strike the
: relationship with Keepmoat. We do leaflet deliveries for them. So,
, we focus on things like colliery sites. So, the other week, the day
i after Bank Holiday Monday, I was in....a site just north of
r Castleford....an old mining site....Allerton Bywater. Quite an

' innovative scheme to build in quite good quality housing, actually.
r Good design. An old pit site, because they specialise in brownfield
: sites. So we were there doing leaflet-drops for them. But they pay
: well. I went to do another scheme up at Eastfield near
i Scarborough. So again, you keep up with them. lt's backache doing
; 500 houses, but if you're going to get paid 100 quid for it, and I get
: free train travel...but it's ready steady money. And the trick is to take
; it to the next level. So, you never turn a job down, and you have a
i wide portfolio as clients, and you always do good for them. So,
j yeah, that's what we do. So, it....the landscape is constantly
r changing. There are core things we do, but then you can get a new
job each day

I A: I'm just willing to survive, mate!
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A:

Q: Yeah!

A:

I

A: Sowing the seed, yeah

Q: So, that's what Vo, Jo

A: That's basically ii.....ls it anv gooJi

Q: Perfect! lt just helps me to develop this picture of what
everybody's doing.

(Recording stopped - assumed end of interview)

(Recording started - more issues raisedj

A: Now, have you heard about Green Share?

Q: Now, is this the one tnat tirsi rn"t "itfr" Endsleigh Centre?

A: Yes

Q:Ah

A:And, one of the action foina, "ii;; r""ai.g at the Endsleigh
Centre, probably over a year ago now, was to get a small nucleus
of people together and start...looking at the issues, and looking at it
strategically. Jan Boyd is one of the key movers. Who's the
contact....?

(Discussion about next meeting of Green Share)

Q: Yeah. lt's just about talf<ing i" O""O'", ".0 finding out wfrat these
organisations do
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i A: There isn't an organised green network in Hull, apart from that,
r and that's...there never really has been. You've got the official
, groups, as you will find anywhere. I don't know whether the
: Greenpeace support group is still active, but Friends of the Earth
i are quite active. Transition Hull are very active, which is an offshoot
: really of Friends of the Earth, and the Green Party is relatively
, active, with Martin Deane, who's my chair. So you've got the official
r recognised green groups, and then you've got all sorts of unofficial
, community groups. The Rainbow Garden, up in North Hull..Jeannie
: Webster. She does this really nice community garden. Done a
: really good job. Who else have you got? That's,,,it's not very
: established green network in Hull. Groundwork do bits and
r bobs...with Karen Tozer. And they've got a little office down High
r Street opposite me. But again, they're just doing a few projects in
l Hull and East Riding. Very small office. environmentalism, but it's
r not Friends of the Earth or Greenpeace

: A:And then people like Green Prosperity in East Hull, BTCV...well,
. they're not called that now are they...they're still around, and they've
: done some work with the council on things like the General
r Cemetery on Spring bank West, clearing vegetation and things like
l that. Woodland Trust aren't really around. And so...there's bits of
, groups, but there's not a lot being done. And then you've got your
i groups under the radar, like Jeannie, who are probably doing
i environmental stuff but don't think of themselves like that. I can't
r think of really any, but there will be some, I'm just tired-out. lt's how
: you look at it, you see. lt's what your definition of greenism is. For
r example, Hull's got a very good...l was chatting in the gym to some
; lads last night. They weren't green people, but they were getting
; really excited, young and old, say...early 20s to late 60s...about
, growing your own crops, and allotments. They were everyday
: working lads. One retired. lf you said Friends of the Earth they'd

' 
probably think 'Oh, bugger, what, greenies?'...But, the way they

: were excited about...because one of them said 'l've just got an
: allotment'...'Oh have you?'...'Do you want to borrow my
, rotavator?'...Because it's about the social camaraderie and all that
l sort of stuff. And, to me, an allotment, maybe organic
; gardening...that's bnvironmentalism, but it's not Friends of the Earth
, or Greenpeace

r Q: lf it's relevant to their life...and it's not outside that realm

i Q: Do you see potential in it?

: A: Yeah, yeah. But it's 'What do you want it to do?'sort of. Do you

i Q: Do they have an idea about where....?
i

: A: I don't know. I haven't read the minutes recently, but.....
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: Q: I'll have to find-out some more
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Appendix 2.4, Interview A7: Coded Transcript



Gase A7

A: Yeah
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A: Yeah....yeah. lt's continuing. There's been 3 phases, I think. So,
yeah, there's all sorts going on

Q: Yeah...you've surprised me!.....Would you mind telling me a little
bit about your background?

A: My background?

Q: Yeah.....yeah, t;; il;i iri"r"ri"o io r.no*... comparins... *llo',
come from where, and what have people done

a:t
A:I
a:t

o, I say, the interview
at the moment is trying to find out what organisation are doing in
Hull around the subject of domestic energy use. So, I was keen to
seehowffi.consultorliaisewiththeircustomers
on the subject of domestic energy use. Now, I know that you said
that you often signpost people to other agencies. ls that the case
across the board? ls there...no sort of aspect of the team here that
would deal with that?

jo
iA
o
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Q: I picked up that from the front desk (shows leaflet about
demonstration projects)

A: Solar panels......

Q: New boilers and things

#lii$fi
/fift l

l Q: So quite a long time ago?

, A: Yes, and they're quite old-fashioned, so they have had a few
r problems with repairs and stuff. I don't know how efficient they are.
: But I know that...(pointing at the leaflet)...they're probably our
: flagship schemes that our Chief Executive talks about. And the
ionesthatwe'redoinginilmustbebuilttosomekind
: of...they will be built to a standard. The EPC will be....

Q: Yeah

: Q: That's fine. Because, for me, that just helps me to understand
: that...if that's not part of your work then...as you said...you would
: signpost people elsewhere. So..where do you signpost people to?
i Because that's part of it as well
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A: But, that's been there for a good number of years, trying to
signpost people to the best energy provider. I know that Hull City
Council have entered into deals with the energy providers, but that
isn't something that we've promoted.

; Q: I think from that, it's really good to hear that...that honesty, that
r you don't want to force people, and you recognise the individual in
: the household, because that's something I'm quite keen on....about
r recognising that every household is different, and not all
: technologies will be appropriate for that household. And so, seeing
; how...how can we get people to be involved to...realise the
; differences...in the households...and trying to get practitioners to
: realise that, because I think in some cases they don't

we do*t t
A: But we do have a minority...of quite challenging customers.
Whether they're challenging to us because of anti-social behaviour,
or unpaid rent, or just because they're really struggling to cope with
their lives.

Q: So, is this (pointing to counter) like a counter where residents
can come with issues?

A: Yeah

Q: Yeah? Great

Q:And...you need to be impartial
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' l - .M-ethods ot initiating
, contadt (targeting etc)

Q: So they've sort of branched-out two ways...yeah

: A: Yeah...So, the food poverty we're very much looking at...we're
: not an organisation to deal with food poverty. Our Managing
r Director is very keen that we're not setting-up food banks. You
, know, and we're talking about...different offices around the country
l that have got different client bases, some of which might have
r thought...you know, if you work in London...in fact, the lady in
i London worked very closely with the food bank there, and I think
: she really wanted to buy-in to that and join in. But, the message is
: very clearly that we're not a food bank provider.
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A: The old victorian houses

Q: Oh really?l

A' Y"J. io, fo'n" ;iil"; ;;; il;"', ";;; ot ir,"* u,."
converted into flats. lt's a big part of our stock in Hull

Q: Right. I would never have guessed! So, old houses?
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. Q:An old house, I think it's a challenge for anybody

: Q: so when you were saying about identifying peopre that maybe
: only heat one room, was that a process that you went through to
r analyse particular properties generally?

$ffiJr.#u
Q: So it's not like a set list of criteria that they go through and

' liiN
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Q: Can do more with them...?

I would never have thought

r A: Yep, that's us.-..do you knowru

Q: Yeah

A: There's a...it's 64 flats, I think....that's ours as well

Q: Yeah....full of .rrpri...l
A: Yeah. So, we've got a very varied stock in Hull.

: A: I think we probably started in the '80's...1'm not sure...And I think
jruWaSSomeofourfirstproperties.But,thinkingthat
, we're still building now, there's been a lot of...l suppose, funding
: streams to...tap-into that has influenced what stock that we've
:bought,oracquired...orbuilt...overtheyears.Wedo..il

Q: Yeah, I know it

A: We've got a scheme there tfrat naO oil heating

Q:Ah yeah
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A: Yeah..l think, personally, when I started...obviously I'm a Housing
Services Manager in this office, so I manage the Neighbourhood
Officers and deal with the housing management, and we do deal
closely with repairs, but I'm not by any means a technical person.

i Q: So that as well...maybe something that would help, say, as well
: as the signposting...having some sort of source for this sort of
: technical information. Because, what I've found with some of the
r other people I've spoken to, it's the not knowing....'What's the best
option?'

: A: Yeah. Because British Gas were the experts....l think.....well,
: they had a contractor to fit it, but they were the ones that were
, promoting this. lt was what the government wanted, in the sense
; of...spreading out energy usage, rather than having that big hit, like
. you can do so well with oil heating. So...it's just
i

; Q:And it's the big hit on the price when you have to go an buy
: it....order a tankful....a lot of money!

I happy now, but there has...you know, I don't know how much they'll
i have to come to terms with it. You know, it's difficult to gauge how
: much of that has been a....'Well, we've got to live with this now',

: Q: Because that is the angle of my project....lt's...1'm not a technical
, person at all, but I'm interested in the behavioural side that goes
I with the technology...to see how people use the technology,
: and...is...one size doesn't fit all, but it's trying to help people to
; understand the technology in a way...say...how do you use it to
: maximise the benefits of it, because there are...as you say, you
: can't have it on all the time, you know. Or you can't have it on full or
: the time. You maybe have to change....change your behaviour to
: match it

:,- i*\iifi\iNlil lllll rltlft
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: A:And, you know...our preference would always be for gas central
: heating...but we do have properties in villages where that gas is not
r available...that's not an option...And, we have...a couple of the
: properties had electric storage heaters, but they're not ideal, either.
, So, we converted them to the air source heating. But the jury's still
, out, really, about what....that is. But there isn't an ideal solution, if
: you see what I mean...if we can't get the gas central
: heating...so.....yeah
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i Q: Yeah, very interesting.....let me have a look....l say, a lot of them
: aren't relevant because of the difference...some of the
: organisations i've been speaking to are very focussed...they are
i very proactive in...that is their job...to consult with people,
I so....speaking with yourselves, it was to get a little bit of a contrast
r to see...to find organisations that are managing housing, but...many
i of these who I've been speaking to are....so it makes...it's a different
: sort of approach............Maybe, in terms of that scheme in
, particular...was there a process of liaising with the residents in that
: scheme?

r Q: Was there a general, sort of, consensus that there was
r agreement that the residents wanted this sort of thing, or were
i they...e

ffi
Q: Yeah....And were these fairly established tenants?

A: Yeah

Q: Yeah, I can understand
:::atxail

ti

Q: Oh...this is..att
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Q: So how long ago was it installed?

r A: lt was installed last christmas, so it's a relatively new project
,

i Q: Hmm....Yeah, that ln Your Neighbourhood.....that sounds like an
r interesting process. So where was the one this morning?

. 
A Yeah lt was torf|! n the centre of town

Q: Hmm...l suppose, maybe....were people out at work?

i1a[hCId#_,hrii#G, d

A: Yeah...yeah...That's our Customer lnvolvement Strategy...and
the ln Your Neighbourhood meetings are...it's just one of many on
the menu, really...it's there (points to leaflet). So that's what we
would do from this office

rfPllrll
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Q: Yeah, yeah

Q: Yeah, because the tenant may not be there all the time, but
you've still got the stock and the spaces

A:And we've got to let that property after they've gone

Q: Yeah...that's understandable.........No, I think that's covered all
the bases. lt's just really interesting to get that perspective on
things,

r A: But those groups have...like Warm Zone....they will have a
: certain amount of funding, and if they don't spend it by April it's lost.
r They have a very different kind of remit to we do. And often we try
; and work with these people, or partner-up with them because...l
. think we have had some involvement with warm zone on the cavity
wall insulation and the loft insulation...because they've had the )

funding, and we can....

Q: They're good at getting the funding in

A: Yeah

Q: They find all the little pots

A: And we can find the customers that need it doing, and then it
improves our properties

F'*.?--b ''of dilgaging
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Q:And within your scope, as to what you can achieve?
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: Q: So that's like that signposting. That you can come together

l

:Q

mean. We're managing those properties, whereas other groups
maybe have a project that they want to achieve, and then they pull-
out....but that's their job

A: That's how it works....And this is what we're finding with our
twork.|fwecouldhave..,traditionally,goingbackalot
of years, we had an Asset Management department, we had a
budget, we talked about what we wanted to do, we agreed it...we
had all the time in the world, if you like, to make that work.

.l$ $
ffiffi# e P !1iitt''ffi:ffiSl
i i;uiooinb into"that ' ""*
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Q: Yeah..all the different schemes
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Q: Yeah yeah. So you've got that opportunity

Q: Mm...yeah
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A: Although you do need to manage those relationships as well,
because sometimes that can backfire...you know, if people...we
need people who are engaged and given the same message that
we are. we don't want them going round giving a completely
different message

Q: Yeah, it needs to be consistent

A: Yeah. So it can work both ways. Sor"iires, if you come in cold,
you're a new organisation and you can...This is who we are, this is
what we're doing'

Q: whereas people may have preconceived ideas;;;i what

-

A: Yeah

Q: And if you challenge that its like...'Oh...that's not what I thought'

Q:And that they'll not tell you

A: Yeah. Because part of what we do is that you receive a service
and you...live in your house. You know. They don't need to talk to
us everyday...in that way

Q: Unless there's a problem

Extent to*rvliiCh the
DubliC aiii inVolved in
setting thp agenda :

Do they tell you that?

ei

:

i Q: I suppose it's moving with the times........So, are there things that
: you would like to do, as an organisation, that you feel you can't do.
i Because, as I say, with this...we're trying to find things to help in
: Hull...if, say...like the signposting and things, people are finding 'Oh,
: we need more people to get involved in this'...1s there something
: that would help

Q: So, if there was somebody coordinating resources...yeah?

A: But...l'm trying to tfrint< what kind of thing
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i Q: Certainly, from other organisations... the signposting..... being
i aware of the different groups that were in operation in the city that
; could offer help...and some sort of a central organisation that
: coordinated all of these, so that it would help you to understand
: what services are out there that, maybe don't cost anything, but

' 
people are offering that service and you could...like...refer people

:On

' 
a And it'll depend what tariff they're on and...

1 
A: Yeah We can't give that adv ce, ;;;"rr; il;; u" got...

' 
Q: No, no. That's up to them to..

r A:And also, what's available to them might be different from...other
, people. They might have other things op"n to them. There might be
i something that they can tap-into because they're on a row income,
. for instance

Q: Yeah,

A: Yeah.

Q: Yeah, absolutely
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: Q: Thumbs up, because that's what we're trying to rook at. ways toj involve people...in ways that don't...you don't need to....divert away
; from your everyday life...that it's something that happens as part of
: it. lt's like, talking to your neighbours and say 'oh, your using that
, much electricity...l'm using this....l'm using a lot more...what Lre you
r doing?'...Things that don't cost anything, that we can share ,
; and...build community relations, just by getting people to talk to one
, another

glazing, has it got...underfloor heating....is it Econ omy 7....a11 those
things. And if you had, sort of, a figure....yeah

i Q: No. I think it's one of these things that has been 'bigged-up'so
: much, the big sustainability agenda...and there isn't one...one size
, doesn't fit all

Q:And it's visible. You can see it's stopping..

A:And that's the kind of thing....we haven't done it...but you could
almost do for a customer meeting and make them

Q: Yeah
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: Q: lt is that not knowing.....because they can do ail the modelling, to
i see what sort of results that you're going to get. But yeah....if
i they've not noticed any benefit
:

: A:And you know, basic draught-proofing seems to be something

i Q: Yeah....yeah

: Q: But it's simple things like that. Because.....NPS do the
i technolog!...,1'rT1 much more interested in things that people can do
, practically on their own basis, either behaviourally, or things like
l that...the draught-excluder....or things like that....people can actually
see it having a benefit...and how do we encourage that...in
straightforward terms.....yeah

A: Yeah

Q: lnteresting....C;eat stuff! lt's been reatly interesting

n: eooO

Q: Thank you
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Appendix 2.4, Interview A8: Coded Transcript



Case AB

(Recording started midway through introduction to project)

I Q: ...different organisations aspire to do....ano tref;r; ;ii aspiring to
j do....and identify some sort of meeting place that we can come
: together in some way. So...because, as I say...it's semi-structured,
; there are a few questions, but we can broaden-out on those, and if
: there's anything you don't want to talk about, don't worry...l'm not
; going to force you...it's in your hands. So....l think firstly...the
r interesting thing for me....when I was looking for different contacts, I

' 
was looking for

explain to me that relationship?

r Q: Yeah. Very good....So, in terms of your role, what sort of tasks
i are you undertaking on a day to day basis? You say you've got the
i call centre here, that takes calls from the public...are you working
: with organisations as well....is it a broader role then that?

r Q: Yeah
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A: Other community projects we operate are..things like the Hot
Spots campaign, which...for every winter for the past few years...l
don't know if you're aware, but DECC often chuck-out money...no,
sorry, Department of Health.....chuck-out money for Warm Homes,
Healthy People...and Department of Health has just twigged that
excess cold is bad, and it can be improved by improving the
conditions in people's houses...some studies have demonstrated
that, for every pound put into energy efficiency measures for
vulnerable people, the NHS directly saves more than a pound.
That...you've got to consider what the methodology there....that is in
reducing avoidable hospital admissions for people with pneumonia
and such because of cold etcetera. However, if you've got
pneumonia and you die, then you don't take any more hospital
resources, so...a slightly flawed methodology. Nevertheless,
according to these studies it saves the NHS money, and is certainly
in line with what the NHS would want. The NHS isn't considering
itself a funder of things like this. However, the climate is changing,
because public health is now the responsibility not of the NHS, but
of local authorities, and so they're beginning to look at it. And, there
are conversations starting with small amounts of traction rather
than great with local authorities to say...'Ok...public health
prevention...you've got weight loss, and you've got stop smoking,
but why not look at energy efficiency?'....And, the commissioning
groups have a remit for preventative medicine...sorry, that's a total
contradiction in terms, isn't it. Preventative stuff...which means that
they, for example, might want to get involved in endorsing or paying
for...energy efficiency. Nevertheless, Department of Health,
nationally, realised this...that it was a bit of an issue, and
so...they've provided some funding over the past couple of winters
for organisations...councils....to do things to help improve the lot of
the sort of people who are most vulnerable to fuel poverty and most
vulnerable to hospital admissions...or generally the elderly, or the
ill...or the disabled, or various priority groups like that.

A: We have run a couple of programmes...Hot Spots...is fairly seli-
explanatory. lt's part of our work working with a lot of organisations.

but all of the partners are
at the bottom in blue...on blue (referring to leaflet). We...don't know
whether it will be running this winter, because we don't know if the
Department of Health are giving us any money but, assuming they
do, and...

A: They've got a remit for...HHSRS...have you come across that?
So...there's the 2 measures on that...there's excess cold, and
there's damp and mould, which is linked to excess cold and....there
is obviously a correlation the existence of excess cold..as a housing
health and safety measure, and us wanting to improve the SAP
rating of the property. Nevertheless, it's got to be quite extreme
before...you're going to go and do a HHSRS calc and come-out
with an excess cold hazard that requires enforcement.
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i A: I'm just waffling...you've also got, in the Energy Bill, it...l think it's
i been watered-down a little bit on it's stages through. But, there was
j a commitment in it, I say a commitment...it would have required
: secondary legislation, but there was an indication in it that there
j would be something looking at enforcing the EPC rating of private
: sector rentals...by 2015/16...i.e, outside the currently parliamentary
, period, so going to require legislation in...who
j knows...government...and who knows whether they care about that
: or not. So, you know, I'm not sure if that's going to go anywhere.
; And also, when it does....if it does...there's a big debate
: about...does it get enforced by Housing in local authorities, does it
, get enforced by Trading Standards. Who does it get enforced by,
: and how are they going to do it, because none of them have got
i uny money, and there's not going to be any money...from that.
i Nevertheless, that gives us a useful lever.
l

i A: We've done all sorts of community projects...l can't think of any
i off the top of my head

i Q: No, that's ok. They may come along as we move along through
, the questions

i A: No, but there is one that we've done that's....like last winter...we
i had about 3 different energy streams from the local authority
i funds...because we understand that with Green Deal, they had put
; aside a whole bunch of money for Green Deal. Green Deal has, as
: you know, slipped, and therefore they had a bunch of money. They
i didn't want to give it back to Mr osbourne, and so said let's at least
j get it out there and try and get some benefit...That was done in a
: very last-minute fashion, which meant that the optimal best value
, possible probably wasn't served, because you had a lot of projects
; gearing-up from nothing, delivering at full-tilt for 2 months and then
: stopping, which is not conducive to good delivery. But,
I nevertheless, it was probably better than it...lining George
; Osbourne's pockets.

: A: There is a press release, if you look on DECCs website, a press
i release that says who all the winners were, and there's a pdf
i attached to that which you can look through and get all of the
: Yorkshire, Hull, whatever...organisations that received that funding
; to tackle...to speak to them about what they did with that. So,
i Collective Switching...we operated the pilot, which is now look at
. going towards a commercial service...watch this space on that

; 
one...and don't publicise that until we do

; Q: No...don't worry
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A: There's another fund in the stream which was called the Fuel
Poverty Fund, which paid up to 25 million of 40 million nationally.
That was effectively a CERT extension. They realised that CERT
and CESP were finishing, ECO wasn't quite there yet, there's all a
bunch of installer who are going to go bust over a winter when
nothing was going to happen, so they chucked 25 million at it and
said 'Do some stuff'....which, happily, was even looser than ECO.
So, what we did is we installed 200 and odd boilers with our funding
allocation. And a lot of the boilers went to people who were needy,
but wouldn't have qualified for ECO, mainly the elderly have limited
savings, but enough that they wouldn't get as much....or actually,
ECO......anyway.....they wouldn't have got as much good stuff
through ECO...so we did a lot of boilersm

-
A: The last funding stream was for Green Deal Pioneer
Places...previously....we operated a DECC-funded Green Deal pilot
scheme tlooking at our properties...our...people in properties
ready for the Green Deal yet...so, we mirrored...before the Green
Deal legislation was on-board..we mirrored the Green Deal, sort of
structure, so we went in with a70oh ECO{unded offer for external
wall insulation and a 30% offer for...where it would be, effectively
the Green Deal finance, but instead of repaying it on their energy
bill every...every month or every quarter, it was going to be put as a
charge on their property, and it was only payable...like a local land
charge...it was only payable if they moved-out of that property. lt is
interesting to note that that was a big barrier for a lot of customers,
a lot of households....some households signed-up, a lot didn't,
because of that. People are being encouraged at the moment to
encourage debt like the plague, and the Green Deal is basically
saying 'Have debt! Debt is good!'....and people don't understand the
difference between debt on the property and debt on them,
because.....And also, debt...that difference is tenuous if it's...it
depends what they does with the retail price of the property, and
what, I imagine...l don't know if any...l think there's about 4 Green
Deal plans that have actually gone through the system...l doubt if
any properties have changed-hands since....but what l;m assuming
is that, just with solar panel rent-a-roof scheme, you would be
required to buy-out that before you sold the property, because,
otherwise the buyer will..... I can't remember where I was going with
that one..

Q: Three funding streams?
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A: But, we did specifically choose the most difficult properties,
nand a bit heritagey...because we wanted to
say 'Well, if we can do it there, we can do it anywhere'...and also,
that's a big issues for twho've got a lot of very
traditional properties in very rural areas. Does that answer your
question?

Q: Yeah. That's great

A: l'm not sure if that was a question......And also...what I do is the
domestic stuff, which is energy efficiency measures

Q: Yeah, that's the next question....What's your role?

Q:And do you mind me asking about your background? You seem
very passionate about it, and very in the know....so I can see where
you've come from. Have you always worked in this field?

a:U
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: Q: Fantastic. Yeah...so you...the things that yourve done before
i have...they helped you in the role that you're currently in....?

, Q: I say, from my perspective, I'm asking just to see...the people
r who are working in this field...just to see what skills people have,
, what's moulded them along the way, what's influenced their thinking

: Q: But you have the support there for the technical side.
: Yeah....that's great........ So in terms of working with the public,
: specifically, rather than working with organisations, what is the key
i purpose of the work that undertakes?
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Q: Yeah.....No, my reason for asking is...just to see...in terms of the
work you're doing, who sets the agenda for...say, if you're working
for a local authority, they will obviously have certain expectations
about what you undertake. lf you're working on your own basis, it
might be less....but if they are the trustees of the organisation

p n,e.i.B..Ei

-

Q:And, so....when...you say you work with a particular community,
for example, what is the key sort of...objective? Are you providing
information? Are you...providing advice? ls it....

Q: You've got to purposefully go in?

A: So, for example, at the moment we operate a scheme where we
are recruiting...setting-up oil-buying cooperatives in rural areas
where they're on oil, because you can save around 5 to 10% on the
cost of oil, and so that's easy benefit to fuel poverty. lt doesn't help
the polar bears, but it gets people out of fuel poverty...or less in fuel
poverty.
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: Q: Mm. So, are you in a position, when you meet with the
i community and say...offer these services, are you in a position
; to...deliver the whole package..say, if they need insulation...?

Q:A slanket?

A:A slanket is a sleeved itant<et

Q: Right!

A: Yeah. Basically, it's for keeping older people warm...so they don't
treeze.
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Q: That's

A: I'll see if I can get a name....for the person.....should be on theemail'..ru..'.nophonenumber...doyouwantanemail
address?

(Exchange of details)

Q: So, about the technical side of things, and maybe
the...guidance....where does that come from? Have you got
particular sources that you use for getting information from?
A: ln what respect? ln terms of advice that we give to residents?

Q: Yeah...is it from...?
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Q: So that means, if somebody calls in, they've got somebody who
knows what they're talking about straight-off?

ffiffi.GffiN
j you're undertaking a project, say, for a local authority, or on your
: basis...do you have a particular means of approaching households?
: Do you have a preferred sort of initial approach?

tfiH r,f
fri; .:.::::l:lt!ll

A: We've got a scheme at the moment in..ffi
where we have a...an officer who is..
working with communities to try and, basically, alleviate fuel poverty

iffis,ilb"1+-_E= iH

Q: Yeah. That...that's the kind of thing I was looking for. So, can you
give an example of a project that you've worked on...can you just
give me a kind of walk through of the kinds of engagement as the
process goes through?
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A: lt totally depends, on various things. Generally..

Q: But do you have the capacity to do that?

; Q: So it's that sort of coordinating role as well. yeah...that's
: interesting, because, as I say, I've been speaking to ail different
r organisations, and people seem to do it in completely different
i way...there are various different approaches to it. some work more
effectively than others...which is part of what I'm going to try and
find out. So, in terms of measuring progress...do you.....l suppose it
will vary dependent on the project...do you fulfil that
role...measuring befores and afters, and....?

Will Wilson



Q:And that's your role to undertake that?

ffi
P-.rog res s I im pa#;';#
monitoring, Duration of
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Methods of initiating
contact (targeting etc),
Purpose of engaging
with the public

Q: Yeah, I was going to ask...the kind of calls that you take here, is
that the basis....the bulk ot...?

lLti"'ii .r
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i Q: Yeah... Yeah, it's just for me to understand these...geographical
j arrangements, and to see who's working in what area...like with the

housing associations, and quite a lot of people are saying that they
don't necessarily know all the people that are out there. And that's
partly what I'm trying to do. To map the different organisations.

A: lt's part of what we do as well. we bring people together
and...like a one-stop-shop. But again, we're a one-stop-shop for
energy type stuff...and that's not the only thing that people are
concerned about .,Are you at Uni Lincoln?

Q: Yeah, yeah. But the project i. in urri..-.0"""rr" ai;; ilr"r"J-rp
A: lt is. Where do they play into it?

Q: They are...well...it's a colraborative DoctoralAward, so this is apartnership between university and . .

A: Kind of tike a KTp but you get; pno 
"r, i;; ;;;k "t iiz

Q: Sort of...it's a longer one...3 years. And so it gives the
opportunity for the university to try-out research in a practical
context. so, given that NPS are partnered with Hull city council, it
allows us to try our research on Huil city council's projects in
domestic energy use, solid wall insulation....

A: So...what do NPS do?

Q: NPS are property consultants. Norfolk property service...

A' d, ilt;;; il;;;;;;,; ",. "i rv",.r"rr. C;;;t il;;i;
Q: Yeah...so...the Hull aspect is what was Hull city council's
Property, Design, structural....all those aspects. so, we still...the
majority of the work is for Huil city council at the moment. There
are some private clients as well, but....

A: So then, do they have an interesi l; il; ;;";;;;il ;i;; ;;
things?

Q: They do, yeah. Because they...there's an energy team based
with NPS in Hull who work with the city council...io they're looking
at all manner of different energy projects, mainly based upon thos6
Hull city council ones, because of the large council stock that Hull
have...so a lot of their work is based in that sense. They did have a
KTP which finished in July...carbon 4cast tool that they were
working on...l don't know very much about that. But, the connection
for me was that I had previously worked for Nps as an urban
Designer, and then I was previousry a student at Lincoln, so I'd
gone back there and...my interest is in the architectural
side...participation...but Nps were interested in the energy side, so
it was trying to find a common ground as something that we coutd
research, so....
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A: Which is this.

A: Yeah...l mean, I don't know how many...there'll be system-built
estates...and there-'ll be victorian terraces

Q: Oh yeah...Wimpey No-Fines, Caspons....all-sorts. But, for
me...it's a very interesting sort of space to undertake this kind of
research...to see all this work that's going on at the minute, and the
different approaches being taken...and the ways....from my point of
view, the communication side..the way that people are liaising, and
it's a lot to do with the behaviour. NPS focus very much on the
technological side, where I'm more interested in the behavioural
side of energy use...and what else can we do..to help people

A: I don't envy you, because there's a shed-load of literature out
there on that, and also, it's such a...relevant field at the moment,
that the minute you write the final dot on your PhD it'll be out of
date...and you'll be revising your literature repeatedly throughout
the process

Q: We've narrowed it down very closely....we're looking more at
social learning...and looking at other fields to borrow techniques
from, that aren't generally being used in the built environment. So,
we're trying to bring them across, to see if we can...test out these
new techniques...see if they work. They work very promisingly in
the fields that they belong to, but it's whether they'll work in a built
environment sense

A: Yeah, definitely a very very narrow focus will help. lt will make it
less useful in broad-brush strokes, but it'll make it a hell of a lot
easier to get a PhD out of it

Q: Yeah, yeah..good advice!....So we've talked about responsibility
and decision making, so it depends on who has commissioned the
works..'intermsof....haveyougotaremit...say,if.ru
tcommissioned you to undertake some work, would they set
particular approaches that they would like you to use, or is it within
your control to decide how you want to approach that task?
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i uny documentation that...for your own purposes, or on a marketing
: basis...to the householders that you've been involved in to show
; them what you've achieved

===I

....:..8
::::ll (.!l

Q: Yeah....yeah...because you're sort of accountable to them, in a
SENSE

A:And obviously, if we're undertaking
iffiforadifferentclient,wewillreporttothem..we
' 
will report to whoever has commissioned us

Q: So, do you have the potential to *"rk outside of that

A: Yeah, yeah....
ruthat is what our primary remit is. t

, nevertheless, we do projects
outside of that because...you know, it's a sub-region, some things
work at a regional level.

Q:

-

Q: What sort of circulation does that have?

A:
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Q: Yeah...if the capacity's there, why not.......
Connections.....Potential. Are there obstacles to, sort of, what you
do....are there any things that you would see as...aspirations....that
you would like to do, but .....you are restricted by funding ...?

A: Well, we'd all like to retire early. But no....we're trying to...l mean,
obviously....yeah...the only barrier to world domination is barriers
such as that....lt depends who you're talking to, and what...scope
there is of things being changed.

: A: There are issues with...the...national organisations, such as
: National Grid and BT...are a bit intransigent when it comes to
i facilitating external wall insulation where they have an
i interest....which is a barrier to DECC getting as much installed
i through ECO and Green Deal as they would like, and sooner or
; later they're going to have to take a view, and they're going to have
r to intervene in the market...
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A:As always, you know, with more funding we could do a lot
more...it...there could be greater proactivity from both public health
and the clinical commissioning groups in terms of making energy
efficiency as a priority. As I say, I can't think of any more of the top
of my head.....but obviously, there's always stuff that slows us down
from delivering what...

Q: No. I know from talking to 

- 

I suppose it may be
geographical, that there was a concern that...there wasn't enough
knowledge about the other services that were out there. lf people
were encountering issues that they couldn't deal with themselves,
and for some body that would fulfil that role to...almost coordinate
these different

obviously we're energy
driven..and, you know, we're not going to be as strong on referring
people to meals on wheels services because that's not part of our
service

m was meeting with different groups in Hull,
and they said 'Who else have you seen?'and I listed them, and
they said 'What do they do?'....|t's just that knowledge of...who's out
there....and what are they doing....and are we conflicting in what
we're doing

A: lt's useful to map the areas of overlap, and look at the gaping
chasms....

Q: Yeah...yeah. Well, I say, partly that's what I'm trying to do...to
build-up this picture. Document what is there at the minute...and
what needs to be there....so yeah...fantastic..... Well, I think that's
covered all the questions that I had... is there anything that you'd
like to add?

A: Not that I can think of..,

ffi

-

Q: Yeah. I will be coding the key themes, and then comparing the
picture...and I say, everything will be anonymised, but it's just to
build-up that picture to see who's working, who's doing what...and
I'm keen to...l'm keen to make that of use

o

r
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Any questions of me...what I'm

A: I don't think so.... Keep me in the loop. I have got an
understanding of what's going on. tf we can be of use...or if you can
be of use to 

_us..:you 
know where we are

Q: Thank you

Will Wilson



Appendix 2.4, Interview A9: Coded Transcript



Gase A9

Q: A degree in...?

rsii h,+j-##c+$
e North Bransholme

Q:And there's a lot going on

: A: Yeah, there is. There's a lot happened already, and there's more
to come

: Q: Yeah great!....And I say...don't be put-off by that (pointing at
; recorder). lt's for me to transcribe from....and everything will be
, anonymised, and I can provide a copy of what I can provide you

, 
with a copy of what I have typed-up, if you would like it?

, 
A: That's fine, yeah. I wouldn t mind that.

, Q: Yeah. And, as I go on...because the idea is to compare all the
results that I've got from everybody and to build-up this picture of
people working in Hull, so I can supply that too. Because the idea is
to trying to...not just benefit me, but to benefit the people who I'm
talking to as well. So, if I can help in any way...l'm keen to do

A: Yeah. Sure

Q: lt's quite nice and defined as well

A: That's right

Q:There is quite a sense of place aOort it, because there's not that
sprawl into the surrounding area. lt's very sort of...

Q: So, how long have you been working with f?
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Q: I've just come from there now

. 
a: I hadn't realised that it'd come from inside

A: Yes, it was very-much resident-led...This transfer's....the stock
transfer's very much residents-led, and they hold us to account for
that. lf you're doinO,.,

Q: I'm sure they dol

I r,1rriil ilr

lil liiil,ii;
,i$.r*tiE,}:1.:
:::,,t;-;:+t*Yi.l.l
;:ttl:.1 i,.;
,:::;:itii;tilil

Q: Yes
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I Q: Right, ahh

, Q: Yeah

; A:...and developed a programme with them, where they installed
: the gas supply to the properties for no additional cost...it didn't cost
: us anything. Because, I suppose they recognised the potential of
; the commercial..
i

: Q: Oh yeah....extra customers

s, - tf$.' j"..-r

m,"basicall1i...-16"tte buying some of the carbon SaVing off us.,
:atlpe, basically, that's hoW the CESP funding works,,,.it's where'ffi$$dffi$| bas,i4l!i. fhat's.hog the Gf;=$ fu ing ry,$j!!$.-it's whe i _-=.,.. . -.__**

ffi,3rUon becomes a tradable commodlty, So, they bouEht some of ". t'"i i,i.gurs for green rateg. Butihen, ge reafi.sed * _ . 
,','iil#:. ,.H

that. . .. . he i ng...befnO, . .. ffit oili_6g neop le, oti4e i larea5" were being,*ffi .
offgred fetter raiEs on iffi clr'ticin thqq#a/#.iileie. gbr pe, initiaf$;Xffiil;; ffiiliiaffilffi',#t tiff.ffi*i*ffi;d no@@:Hffii4'=Q=u ,.4 .1 ,fii-Y. *ryou're not Fqffi6i il'1fi,fi,,ffi n rkg as we.ffidj|ffiffi

| +g#gi rve : csnstq#.+y---ifllii$*iffiffi
, , N;r--E . li#,#;;$sr€6.d.# li'-0. $b.#H

it"h,#.,G fl€R$;iRi
#,H,.sffiHtri. j

ESi.WCr d!"lWffiirffiT t,
ii= fi$td .ltH itffit.f$],T it

I ree*ignlieo thri'tffi had more'If,ix,tactifftol j'ribt .e-ol,,l';ffi0 ; ;ffiffi ,.

i int.e;gst trom othff#neigli"trovitl5g wrro weiffiot<ing aii4e, j;;:::j't:'T

il
i wo,gtg O,qglqtit fffi-thls, bdi$#it*o thgplivate owneffiSp, we actilally '. *, jltr Iitof* nse$gy.:Jo"l1f#F.:ry-e9:?dff{1an1t9 , '1,, ffi#,. .

i€ ib,iji.Wm##flffi-oru

rse opfsetnes to hane$-tp erygage a *ltant to " '; , ffi#;-. ,

e iffints, so fiat tfficat#tso negot$le en-: ;. ' ,ffiHf;; .

,i$ffiry arwffiffiel"-qims: whgn y.?*doi!:ringsTffi ' '; ,ffiftry::: l

Q: Fantastic
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l[fi

r Q: Yeah, that's fantastic. That's given me a really nice overview of
j all the things you're undertaking.....l suppose my particular interest
: is in the engagement with the community, and...in each aspect of
; those schemes....to see how you engage with them. So, if say....in
I the CESP works....how was the......was the liaison with the
: community on the basis of did they want to proceed?
i

r A: Yeah

:r+:i:;:;iii:;;ii+l): i :il

#$-i iii;i li;i7 r
!@w.\\ls!r ;, !!z@!t$t$l

rffi.,.@} X#ffi-]i!'i"\,

:i::;;:..::;::::.= .1.:::..........=

Q: Yeah, great

Q: lt's just here, isn't it?

A: That's right...just n"*iOoor.

Q: Yeah. What's the balance between private owners and, sort of,
tenants?

A: lt's probably, I would say....on...l don't have empirical figures

Q: Oh no, just to...

A: I would say about just under 10 percent. lt's mostly owned by us
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: Q: Yeah. I suppose that makes it easier that you're able to work

. 
with a. ,sort of a...larger amount of houses, yeah

i A: Yeah, that's correct

: Q:And when, sort of, when you'r producing a schedule of what
j you're going to do...the works...do...is it sort of a standard
: specification for all the houses?

A: I know. So that's where the beauty contest comes in

Q: So how often do they get to vote? ls there a set...are you in for a
set period?

Q: So did this energy issue come-up when you were initially bidding
for the stock transfer?

*.s,

Q:Yes

l1{Ji@$i::::;-H,iilill[j@

Q: lt's a very nice situation

tt rxv.yLl4\:t:\=
itrtliaiE;wi;;;;=

Hifr$,6, nffi'jdff
r choicesi....,Whati
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i+f.d

Q: lsthisf?
A: Yes

Q: I had wanted to speakf, because l'd initially called to speak
to her and they said 'Oh, she doesn't work here anymore'

Q:And this was with new technology and with old technology?

A: That's right

Q: Whatever the house was equipped with?
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Q: So what sort of basis was I approaching households? Was
she going to every house in the drea...?

A: Essentially, yeah....

Q: Just walking around knocking on doors?

l Q: Yeah. From my perspective, I'm quite interested in that sort
r of...relationship between the organisation and the people, and this
: sort of.... What sort of information is being provided? ls it in an
r advisory sense? ls it....'Do this, this is the best thing to do'...or is it
i pointing-out different organisations that might be able to help? lt's
i trying to understand what sort of....role...

: A: Well, the key focus, and all RSLs not just ourselves struggle with
; this, is having that sort of in-depth knowledge of what's in their
: stock. So, you find a lot of RSLs are constantly investing loads of
, money in it, getting that information, having surveys, and keeping
: accurate records and stuff, because that's...the basis of making any
, real practicable decision

: Q:And I suppose as well, with it being stock that you've acquired,

, 
it's not stock that youVe built yourselves

: A: Exactly. Because we had to then, very quickly....what's in our
i stock. So, yeah, that's where it came from. So, yeah
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Q: So, in terms of the communication with residents in any
particular scheme, is it because they are your customers...you will
already have an understanding about...it's not so much that you are
building-up a relationship a-new with residents. Because...you were
saying...there's a sort of tenant liaison....Neighbourhood Officer....

Q:And that's a role that the contractor fulfils?

Q: Yeah

Q:And the counter that I came to at the front, people can come
in...?

A: The counter. People come to that a lot.

Q:Any issues at all?

: A:And again, like I said, we're developing there, because we've
: been here for 2 and a half years...this knowledge base on our
: stock. So we also have our consultants pursuing that, in terms of
: developing a 30 year development programme for the site, so
I we've got that in place, so we know exactly....in more ways than
, one...what's in our stock, and the quality of stuff we've got in our
1 stock... pri marily because.. in itiati ng this improvement prog ramme
, gives us an opportunity to start from scratch, really...so, we

' 
developed that knowledge base. And it's doing well.. yeah

i Q: Yeah. So, on the fuel poverty agenda, if I no-longer in post,
: is that being undertaken....does I, as a company, address
: that?

i,.; .

Method5 of
.,'p"$###F#F ffi#tn$ds
of initiating contact
{ta@ng etc;
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A: So, they do ask us...one of the things I'm...tasked with is
providing information to....the Local Management Team on the
improvement works, and they filter that information over to the local
authority.

A: Yeah. So...it's ongoing...it's ongoing. Yeah. Things like doors and
windows again, and the pipelines. We're looking to develop those
over the years, and as I said, we've got a 3 year programme now
for the property and, if...we also have...in terms of my department,
which is the Asset Management department, based in our head
office, because, I mean, I'm running the project in Hull...but I

Q: I

a, E

a: II
I.A:

o I'd had a chance meeting with
some people from National Energy Action who were undertaking
some work here, and I was interested to see how that had
impacted... Because they were....what were their names.....l can't
remember their names.....and they were doing a study with some
smart meters. before and aIter monitoring

A: Oh yeah....l think we had that here, yeah

Q: Yeah. That makes sense
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Q:And I was....because I know that they were publishing a report,
and I hadn't heard any more from them, and I was just interested to
see whether that was impacting on what you were doing on the
ground, or whether it was more for their benefit ?

A: Yeah....l think it was for ours, because that's where we
identified''.We'VedoneSomecaSestudiesaswell,With-
I, who was appointed by E-ON, who supplies E-ON,
actually as contractors, to do the insulation...the external insulation
work here...and I think they had some research done for their
benefit, really. Because, obviously, it they're a contractor, they're
marketing their work services...they will say 'Well, we came to
Bransholme and this is what we found, and after the good work
we've done, this is also what we have found afterwards'....So
they've got a lot of empirical information on that and stuff.

Q: So is he centrally-placed 

-

A: Yeah, he's centrally-placed. So, he has involvemen, in ow
projects...in our negotiations with E-On, he was pivotal, so....

Q: So I suppose you've got somebody who's in the know about all
these funding streams

=:;=#considerations "

A: Yeah, so that's pretty cool

Q: No, when I'd met with NEA,

interested because of the behavioural side of their research, just to
see...how it was working, and what they were finding

A: You see... not just Bransholme.... but particularly here.....because

o

Q: Yeah
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Q'I
did a project last

year, because, you know we have quite a few of the sheltered
schemes with inefficient storage heaters and....So, I liaised with a
company called Electrorad Systems last...well, earlier this
year...and installed, across Yorkshire, probably....l would say 3 to 4
hundred units of these Electrorad heating radiators. Now, they're
electric, they don't work on Economy 7, but their savings are that
they're very much controllable. Because they use....l think they...is it
water-based..not water...l can't remember the heating systems they
use on them, but they look exactly like those. We plug them in to
electric systems and...l think it's ceramics...and they provide instant
electrical heating. But the beauty of them...they've got so much
control on them that you can control the heat levels and the time
they come on, and what we've experienced...l've not...again...

: Q: So in terms of, if you wanted to do smart metering, is that not
: something.......have you got the capacity to do that f:-?

Q: Yeah...Because I think being able to have the tangible results is
helpful, not only for yourselves, but also for the residents

i:iliir:.{::.:1r:r. tt
rA9'J6.8,9,,,,:l,t'

iiiiliiiiiiililiii@a,;'
I : .:t::::::::':::::::::::::::L: i!!l:i!

Q: Yeah..... I say, it's a fairly semi-structured interview....we've
covered a lot of things....but i'll just check if there's anything we
haven't. Something like documentation and dis...documentation of
what you're doing on a scheme...when you communicate with the
residents...what sort of process does that go through? You say you
provide the initial letter to say what you're planning to do

A: That's right, yeah

Q: Does that responsibility pass-over to the contractor as the
scheme is progressing?
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Q: Yes. And that's an individual....that's based on the individual
property?
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Q: Ah, so is that in initial pack that they get to start with?

b

Q: Do you find you get people contacting you with issues like that
sort of thing?

M!\Nii! i

iu',:rA/
ldr\iniri

]W

"Yf;T
rllU'

]fin l
lififf.'i#'?fl# Hl

ffif$,H lt

Q: That's good. So if someone rings-up, they'll know what they're
talking about.
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Q:Yeah,Soresponsibilityanddecisionmakingisallwithf?
Because, some of the other organisations I've been talking
to...because either they're contractors, or they belong to another
organisation...they need to get permission from other people before
they do something So, as the owner of the property....that's

A: Yeah, but we still consult

here?

Q: lt's the North East region?

liii iHiirffi{WilW

Q: lt's very interesting when you said at the beginning that...they
hold you to account.

A: They do

Q: I hadn't realised it was residents *ho'J prrrr"J the stock
transfer

A: Yeah. Because in many way....because, as you know, Hull's a
very political place t
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Q: Yes

A: Which I've discovered...l've got the scars to prove it...

Q: lt's who you meet along the way!

A: Exactly! So Hull City Corpor"iion *as trying very hard to hold
onto North Bransholme, so I can imagine how hard the resident
group here fought to have this. So, now that they have it, they are
determined to make sure they get what they want and what they
were promised by us.

F:

siffiilr#$biiffi1,1 : P
r* ' -'

;;::;::;t:;!: 
:=,.==_ l.i,lplf:=::::.:::,::,,::.:: h3,,

Q:Ah, from across the road?

Q: So who else goes with you?

'.::.\t.:: l:,':ll;i:ti,;;,::i,::::::,:::::::.. xi

ffiniffi

; Q: So, do you keep a record of that?

Q: Yeah. This is the kind of thing we're really hot on.
This...alternative ways to get to know the area, and get people
empowered....almost by not realising that they're actually involved
in something. Just by everyday, walking about, talking to
people....and it's like 'Oh.. I didn't realised you lived here'

A: We have, like I said..we look after the physical t""fr, it're sort ot
the gardening, and stuff like that...When these residents
meetings...we attend those, but, you know...we've got a
Management Team here who looks after that...the area, the
gardens...and communal areas. They attend the residents'
meetings on a monthly basis, so...anyone can go and ask
questions....so, if you feel someone's fly-tipping, we're very keen on
that, I mean.....we've been able to prosecute a fair number of
people who we discovered were fly-tipping in the area....so that's
gone down a bit.
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Q: Yeah. That's good to hear, that commitment

A: Yeah. There's a lot of things we've committed to as part of this
transfer...that...we're gladly, we are....you know, we've been able to
uphold

Q: Very good. I think the other question, the last one....connections
with other bodies in the city or wider, maybe in terms of energy use.
Do you refer people on to other groups, or do you try and maintain
things within the group itself? Say, if people are calling you and
asking for advice about....say, fuel poverty...."How do I do this?'
'How do I do that?'. ..is that something that you would try to. ?

A: That's something we can and welcome, I mean...we're not a
closed-shop. One of the things we're keen on is working with Hull
City Corporation. We've got a lot of interest from Hull City
Corporation in terms of what we've done here in such a short space
of time and, of course, it's an open book.....of course if someone
comes to us and says 'We'd like to find out what you've done'....Like
I say, we've done case studies. Not only that, but we've given the
place some recognition, because.....l'm due for a...1've been
nominated for...the project here's been nominated for a retrofit
award...a national award

Q: Fantastic

A: Not me personally, but maybe the information I send to...the
Management Team...maybe that..but when they, you know...they
share their information with Hull City Corporation and all the other
interested parties.

..ih:^. i$#ffifft iiiinuui'#
:.
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Q: Yeah, yeah. And it there anything within your sort
of....remit....remit of work....that you would like to develop further, in
terms of communication with the public? You say it's working in the
way that you're approaching it at the moment?

Q: Ah right

A: So, they actually go out on site witfr tablets, so anything that
residents want to record, want to....and they all...what's it?...is it wi-
fi enabled? And what's the other one....3G and 4G?

Q: 3G

A: So they can instantly access our systems, provide them with
information and also capture information on site. So, I mean....
We've introduced that over the past 5 months

Q: Right. So there's scope for...

Q: Yeah. Good stuff. I think that's covered all of the questions. Have
you anything you would like to add any..

A: No...it's just great. l'm just interested in your project

Q: Yeah, I say, any questions about ttre project itself.....l say, we're
particularly looking at this idea of social learning

A: Right

:::!4:::::::::::: : a:::;i:.1tur;irJintl it I llm!:,P4

lA: sconJ i;; id
I ffiPA{\; fVe're

LrEl\rnn(i@u@1/24:i\!\\\\\Mi!ii:i::r::::

ip.ffi#fiffirike.l
,i i!ffif{"fldtton on.i

ili
i-*.
r Q: Yeah. Good stuff. I think that's covered
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Q: So, I'm not interested so much in the technical side, it's the
things that you could supplement the technical elements with to
help people achieve...maybe additional savings...or...to better
understand what situation they're in...to help themselves in some
ways. Things that don't cost anything

Q: Yeah...it's good

A: So they go out and actually capture any information they want
online..and provide any information that we've got on our systems.
And of course, young people, and you find some older people, are
into Twitter now, so....I.we do have a twitter account that
people can access...so that's good

Q: Yeah. lt's really good....it's provided me with a really nice picture
about what you do....and, I say, particularly that thing about the joint
walkabout. lt's a really good idea

A: Yeah, yeah. So...they get to meet the residents, we get to meet
the residents, and.. I like it actually. ldon't mind it. I mean...

Q: Because you get to see first-hand then

A: Exactly

Q: And meet people and see how they respond to you

A: I think we're lucky here, because, as I said, because the estate is
all circled around in one patch, isn't it

Q: Yeah. And when you're based here, doing your work in the
middle of the estate, that means that you can just go out and...

A: Exactly

(Break: discussion of further contact)
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Q: Excellent

A: But we're constantly trying to improve

Q: Yeah. Well that's good...it's signs of moving forward, rather than
staying in the past

A: Constantly moving forward

Q: Yeah. Great stuff. Thank you for your time
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Appendix 2.4, Interview A10: Coded Transcript



Gase A10

A1 0:715

o

o

o

-

A:I

A: I

A:I
Q: So.....there are anumber of questions. They are sort of...semi-
structured, so if...we can work around and do them in different
orders......So, I think the first is...can you give me an overview ofyourrole-?
A: Yeah. Ok. I'm...

Q: And your title...because I don't know what your title is now

both sides....that's interesting !

Q: Yeah

I Rioject...W"ry-
i"tl:i" appraisa{

' Works on
l bf'.plty centre,
i anflrefurbishi

iil:ilFriirXlliil:i:1'=::-.i'',tiftrtitint'#sgti

dedicated team working on that?
So you've got a
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A: A dedicated team, yeah. I say team, it's only 2 other
people.....but that's big

Q: Yeah...that's their remit

A: Yeah

Q: lnteresting

,H#$..r f.d i
Q: Yeah...Hmmm...that's interesting. ln terms of your
background.....l know you've worked for I for a
while. Have you always worked for E?

-

i
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Q:

Q:
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-has 

your previous experience sort of shaped....has
it made it easier for you to do your present role through what you've
done previously...has that helped you?
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Q: Yeah, yeah. So, I suppose you learn as you go along....pick it
up.

A:A: Yeah, there's a lot of that...particularly with a lot of this new
stuff coming out, because since the changing government, you
know....there's a certain level of continuity....where do we want to
get to...... You know...there's a level of continuity...do we, you
know....do we want to achieve more efficient home, as an example,
or...in terms of planning policy and things like that.

Q:And interpret what you're given to work with

A: Yeah

o

Q: So you've always been based in Hull?

sftlKe ,,7liffi ii$lliiiirlillliii-.sJ
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Q: Yeah.....flo, that's very interesting as well...-
..and to come and actually be

i involved, it's very different to that sort of idealistic....that you've got
: on the outside

: A: Exactly. 'Why don't they do it like this?'....and then when you're in
, it 'oh yeah...l understand'

: Q: And this is partly what this is about...trying to understand...what
i are the constraints....what are you working with....all of these
: different organisations....and how they have to work together, and
: fit into the bigger picture

r A: Yeah, exactly

Does your role involve

engaglnl
lJu vIIv r lY f,E, Lrl: lt/\Ii> rdf l':: i aai l j .,-l

engagement' ""'+nr+ 1' '1

(interruption)
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Q: Yeah...yeah....that's what I've...it's that balance between what
you're expected to do, and the sort of freedom that you've got in
terms of how you interpret the legislation, the remit you've been
given
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Q: Yeah...and I suppose that's fundamental to the role of the
Council, because you are a body that.....

A: ....can bring people together. And, another thing you find for
engagement is that....commonly, it's spoken about at government
level, or...you know....nationally 'Well, we have to do community
engagement so everybody's on-board with the process'. What you'll
find is that you get a lot of competing views within a
community....community's are not singular, you know...

A: For example, the Boulevard area. There were a large number of
houses that were allocated for a refurbishment programme, so it
very much tied straight in to what layers of consultation had gone
before...and, you know..... There were other homes that were
allocated for demolition...and, as I said earlier though, you know,
the reason for allocating demolition was due to the quality of the
stock, due to it's size, the density in there.....there were lots of
reasons.
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Q: Practicalities?

A: Yeah.....as about the big ideas, 0"."rr", ". I ."y, the AAPs has
set-down the areas for priority, and the areas for investment,
although, like I say...there was this first stage we had to get
through...and we did it in January, and it was absolutely Baltic. This
first stage we had to get through was....you know...'ls this an
acceptable solution to the area?'. And I've got to say there was
quite a bit of 'Oh, we've heard it all before. You're never going to
deliver anything'...all this kind of stuff

A:And what worked really well on the CESP, and what was really
good about external solid wall, about boiler replacements...it's
about how quickly it can be delivered on the ground. Within 3 or 4
months you were seeing scaffolding up.The first houses were
being delivered, and people were all of a sudden 'Oh, right...this is
going to happen. lt is a reality'.....And, that really helped with the
sign-up.
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saying 'Do you want this?'it was

Q: So...and you were able to respond to that?

A: Yeah, we've done our best. We're muddling through on that
one...

Q: l've been and seen the proof, and it looks....fantastic....what's
been done to Airlie Street

A: Exactly. And as we come south, we had another 160 odd
properties identified, or whatever. But there was a street next door
that was down for just a lower level of refurbishment, because
again, in the AAP, this was a street deemed as slightly better
quality...so we hadn't put-forward the external solid wall, because at
the Airlie Street sign-up we had a few residents that came from
there and it was like 'There's no way you're doing that to my
house'...once it's delivered, everybody's out there and they really
want to see it happen. And, I think it's not just the savings in energy,
it's the way it looks....and I wouldn't say it's just looks.....it's the
investment in the area. I think what we've seen in Airlie
Street...Albermarle.....but it's not evidenced-based...

Q: Yeah...it's really positive. No, I've seen...and just that sort of
pride in the area.....that had gone

!.!./.t t:ttii!:ttr'
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Q: Their sort of own little area...

A: Yeah, yeah

Q: Yeah, that issue about the bigger picture is really interesting.
That...that you focus on the practicalities at this sort of stage, but
that you've been looking at the bigger picture....

A: Earlier on..

Q: Aspirations...

A: For years now, yeah

in any of the other...any of the other

Q:Yeah, I've seen them

;ia'dt'itli :tH l Sfi:alilliil
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Q: Yeah....because almost it's something specific to you...

A: Yeah, we champion it

Q: But to you, as an inOiviOuat...because of the path that you've
followed....that you've sort of gone with this process...somebody
else who maybe just came in at the last minute and started doing
your role who hasn't got that connection with the area or the people

A: Exactly. lf you've come in...if you've come in post the 2010
Comprehensive Spending Review you've got less....affiliation with
the Housing Market Renewal Programme and the plans that were
made. So, importantly, you still know the Housing Strategy, and you
still know they're there...
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Q: So is it like you, yourself and your colleagues doing the sort of
communicating, or is there a team dedicated to that role?
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i Q: So if you rang 300300, they would put it through to you?

A: Quite often, because it's in a regeneration area. Now, they might
filter-out a few of the really small things, but often...it might not even
be as...so, for example...Network Rail were doing things on a
bridge a few months ago.

A: People in the team, not me necessarily, but....basically we're the
Renewals Team, and we focus on these 5 priority areas...

Q: So is that part of your, r."rnit, or is it just that that happens...that
these come-through to you?

A: You know...it's sort of half and half...because some of them might
be regeneration issues. lt might be that we've been demolishing
some properties and they've been open to vandalism, or become
open....so that is our issue to sort out...we have a role to deal with
private landlords as well, because there is a lot of empty properties
in the area, so that would be us. But, at the same time, because
there's a pothole, or a streetlight out...that's not necessarily us,
but...because we...not just care about the area, it's about...we've
put a large amount of investment in, and we're working with
partners who are investing in there, so we don't want the Council to
sit-back on anything, you know. We want everything sorting out in
there as soon as quick as we can

Q:And you've got that knowledge and that sort of input...in the area
to know how best to address it

A: Yeah...and if there's a planning application in the areas which...is
quite rare, you know, because these sites..... But if there's
something of significance the Planning Department will be ringing
us and saying 'What do you think of this in terms of Regen?'

Q: Yeah...yeah... So, you've got quite a big input........ So, it's sort of
a practical basis...at this stage of the process...about the workings
of particular scheme, how it's going to impact on the householder,
what to expect...
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A: Yeah, to a degree. I mean...the key thing with the plans, and
again, this is something that's different to what...maybe in the old
Planning system, or what some authorities might do in
Planning....there should be like a live, living document...unless
people are using them they're irrelevant, so they have to be flexible
in the way they were put together.

Q: No..because some of them are abroad, aren't they

Q: Yeah,-
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about getting that

Q: What suits different groups...

Q: But when you're talking with people, do you have a means of
taking that down, in terms of...not recording it, but so that you have
something to....
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Q: Far more, yeah. I know that's.....what this project is about. lt's
trying to get away from the facts and figures sort of thing, and to try
and understand.....

A: Well, the statistics can quite often push someone down a....route
they didn't want, particularly if it's just like 'Yes....no'

into?'....and if you

A: Now, what we can say as officers is that we've spoken to a lot of
residents, and the general feeling is this, but at the end of the day
they'll want some way of evidencing that as well, so we might have
comment sheets with people's details taken off, but....you
know...some statistics with that can form a valuable case as well.
But, you know....l think everyone always takes statistics with a
pinch of salt....they can, you know....show up all sorts of things. lt
depends how you've asked the question...doesn't it

Q: Yeah, it does...and whether people have really fraO time to
consider it.....if you say ..'Just tick the box'

A: Yeah, when they've just turned-up

better
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Q: You can get that initial sort of....your sense of...

Q: So, once you've passed that initial sort of signing-off stage, does
that then move on the contractor....do they take-over that aspect?

A: Yeah....lwouldn't like the term'take-over', b.."u." it sounds like
we don't have ownership of it anymore. But yeah...basically....once
we've got the formal license agreement, that means that the
contractor can....enter their home

Q: They have a responsibility...

Q: Yeah...yeah,

A: I

A: ...and...you know...the lines are often blurred between what is
the contractor's role and what is the Council's role...and...we don't
want to, if the resident rang us, say 'Oh, that's not us, that's the
contractor. Sort it out yourself'. lf a resident came to us, we would
go to the contractor and try and find-out the issue. We might
respond, we might get I to go round. Saying though...if
somebody had a more general area issue, I would come to
us and say 'Look, can we get that sorted out?'...she wouldn't just go

I 'Go away'.
a

;Q, No

A: So, for instance....she's really good with the residents. She's built
a real rapport up with them, because, when you're on site...and
Airlie Street was about 9 months across the whole area...you can
build-up residents, get a bit of a rapport

Q: I think, given how local they were to the site....that...immediately
visible
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A: Yeah it was brilliant. And, you know, there's a lot of incentive for
them to a good job with that. lt's not just for the residents benefit,
it's for them, you know...to make sure they deliver on time, and to
cost...things like that. lf they get that liaison role right, it can help
stop delays, it can help stop repeat people calling-in at the office all
the time, that sort of thing. But there is actually a third one, which I

haven't mentioned, which is NPS, who's role is...

Q: Right, yeah. I spoke to I
A: Yean...ano tnere's a ulerK oT vvorKs role, ano tnere's arso f
I. So, for me, there's a big responsibility on the Clerk of Works,
who's effectively employed bV I as their eyes...as
the eyes on the ground, So, E will obviously submit
things, and we have regular site meetings once a week, we'll go
around and have a look, but the Clerk of Works is ultimately our
expert on the ground who is signing works off and making sure it's
delivered to sufficient quality, so that's really important

Q: So....l haven't spoken to the Clerk of Works....is that 

-
I
A: Yeah.. I been involved

Q: Because would he have any contact with residents?

A: Residents, yeah. From ry poin, of "i"*, it I *u, a resident, and I

though that something hadn't been fitted properly, and I saw a guy
in a yellow jacket going round.....l'd say 'Look...this is scuffed-up
here. Get that sorted'.....So, yeah...l'd say he does have a role. But
his role might be more that the residents rings us and we'll say !,
has that been sorted out?'. Or we might go straight to Ir
Q: To solve any issues that come-up

ri:fl4et,h,od :=
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A: I think it'll totally depend which resident or tenant you speak to,
because some take more of an interest than others. And I certainly
know...where....not on the external solid wall...on the energy
efficiency stuff....on the small boundary wall, where for example
there's been delays in supplies and things coming through...the
resident very much...for delays....because 

- 

have
been keeping them informed and working with them, I think they
very much see that as a 

- 

fault, and delay in
contract. Now, maybe they say to us 

- 

shouldn't
allow this to happen'....with the contractor...they still very much
seem to respect it's a....it's the contractor's issue, and not the
Council's. So, almost like...you know....they're grateful for the
Council to...to get the whole programme together, and it's the
contractor's fault for not delivering. Now, we...like we say...we want
to work as one and all that sort of thing, but, I think the problem
is...from some residents point of view they'll probably single-out the
contractor for something, whereas others just won't...will be
oblivious to the fact that it's E delivering it.
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A: So, I think you'll get a full spectrum depending on who you go
speak to, and depending on what experience they've had along the
way. Because if there's been no delays...there's been nothing
wrong....why would you need to know who it is? You know.
Whereas, this one terrace where there has been delays, they are
well on to I and they....they're ringing us up and
saying 

- 

aren't doing X,Y,Z'....so....which is not
always 

- 

fault, of course, but .

Q: No...it's just interesting that way that people maybe
associate....because...l think the things I've looked at before, it's
always been 'lt's the Councils fault'...because the Council are the
big body...and the most prominent one...and people just say 'Oh, it's
the Council...it's their fault'....and it maybe n necessarily isn't, but...

Q: lf you walk down as well, and actually go and see somebody

A: Yeah, exactly

Q: So...once you've passed that stage, when we get to
handover......you were saying about the exit surveys...does that
responsibility turn back to the Council more.....rather than to the
contractor? ln terms of with the exit surveys....?
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A: Oh...l mean, when I was talking about exit surveys then, I was
talking about at an event.. or something like that...

Q: Oh right. But when you say handover...?

A: Handou"r, y"rt"l...

Q: Would that be a more of a Council role, rather than.....?

Q: So does that handover go to the owner?

A: Handover goes to the owner, yeah

Q: Not to the resident?

. 
a: So would they get that....via the...?

; A: You'd need to ask I on this one I think. I think something
: might go to all concerned...because.....but...the important thing is
r that, obviously, if someone was in a tenanted property, probably
i one of the first we've do is we'd say 'Ask your landlord, basically, if
i you think there's something wrong with your property'....whereas if
j you're an owner occupier, obviously, it's your property, and they
: might be coming forward to us. So, you might need to ask I on
; the details about that...but I think we might send something out...to
i the resident as well to let them know the works are complete, were

' 
yo, satisfied....because we...within the handover pack we'll ask

i them questions about the contractor, and what they think about the
i works, and that kind of stuff...so it's important that the resident
I answers those....
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: A: ...But, quite often if it's to do with the structure of the house, it's
: not necessarily for the tenant to sort with the Council.....it's often for
r the tenant to sort with the landlord, and then the landlord needs to

, 
decide whether it's...whether it's a Council issue or not

: Q: Because I'd seen....l don't know if I had provided me with
: one of the handover packs, and it was seeing the kind of
: information that's in there about explaining what the external
, cladding does..

, A: Yeah

; Q:And, because I'm interested in the behavioural side, and I

thought....

r A: lt's the residents that are going to need that....

Q: And I thought...if this doesn't go to the residents, and they're the
r ones using the house...if they don't know what to expect...it would
r maybe be better for it to go...or something, part of it to go there

r A: Yeah, yeah...like I say, I think it would be a good idea to talk to
i I on that. I don't get involved in the really....nitty-gritty of the
: delivery.
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Q: I was just going to ask...
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A: Basically we've run community champions before in the past,
: and I think we've spoken about this before in the past,
i about...energy champions...so, you'd only need to concentrate on a
r small number of residents, for example....and for me it would work
: a bit like a neighbourhood watch scheme...an energy watch
r scheme....so if anybody notices that someone's house is kicking-
r out too much....they're spending too much on their bills, then...you
: know...we'll give you some help and guidance about how you could
i use your property better.

Q: But that's really interesting that you do have those aspirations to
to do that, but it's the financial side of things stopping you

I$#ii€ ,.#','.l liiljii
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A: So....maybe if a resident had approached us and said...you
know....'l want to get this off the ground, because I think it's a......the
external solid wall is working so well for me'...or....'for 6 months it
wasn't working, but then I read-up online and found this out, and l-

really want to spread the word'....maybe that's something we could
help tap-into, but having the resource to get something started from
level zero.....and work it up, is very challenging really

Q: Well, we might be help in some way with this, because this is the
kind of idea....to see what we can do on top of what's already being
done...but maybe using existing resources...because some of the
people I've been speaking to...all over the place....are doing these
things, but they're sort of on their own, and you would think...if we
just tie these things in. Like....l've been to EI
A: IinI
Q: Yeah. And just seeing what they're doing with their smart meters,
and thinking....well..... Are there smart meters going in at Holland
Street, am lright?

A: Not necessarily as part of our project

A: ls he looking at them....that'd be good

Q:And I was thinking...that's maybe an opportunity
to......obviously.....to observe befores and afters

A: Yeah yeah, definitely

Q: Because l'm looking to speak to households...

A: Although Holland Street is on site rig;i now..

Q: Oh is it? But is it sort of early phases.......because isn't there 5?

A: Phase 1 at the minute, yeah

Q: Yeah. Because the Sth pt'tases *ilf noa l" Ou" to start yet

A: No, not yet

Q: Because even if you got in on the ;il .i;g" to see what's
happening there at the moment

A: Yeah, yeah...
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Q: Just looking at these opportunities, just to see how it might......

A: Definitely. We'll. I work in Preston Road, and some of the
Wingets are down for...external solid wall refurbishment, so...you
know, they're already working in that area, so they know what
they're doing...meter-wise....but yeah, you're right.....it's how we all
work together, and.....

Q: Because I know f was keen to get into as many different
house types as possible, so that he could build-up this bank of
information. But...l think the befores and afters was quite
interesting, because if that's not something that's necessarily done
at the moment, say like on CESP projects, to help.....as much the
resident to understand what they had before, and what they could
achieve...afterwards

A: Well, I don't f<now if I'm jumping ahead here or.....nut:one oiit't" Aipirations / Potential
really big drivers foi us dojng our Green Deal and ECO partnei
procurement was aiound how do we get the extra...benefits

A: ...so, under the CESP scheme, it was very challenging that, you
know, you get given an offer from the energy company, and then
you've got to go away and find a contractor to deliver it...and there
might be a gap in that scheme...what we're doing through
procurement is actually pushing the contractor to say 'Look, we
want all these properties delivering. What ECO can you bring to
that...but what other social benefits can you bring to the table.
Could you fund some educational delivery? Could you fund smart
meters? Could you.....tie it in with PVs, for example...a harder
technology'...you know what I'm saying...we're not fixing what extra
benefits they bring We want the market to be creative around it

Q: So you're asking them what they think....

A: What they could deliver

Q: You're not telling them

A: We're not telling them, exactly. So...we've got some fixes within
our procurement. So, some of the fixes are.....you know...around
the outputs for ECO, so you know...the external solid wall must
reach a...you know...the requirements Ofgen have to deliver
that...for the Wimpey No Fines. They must be external solid wall,
because that's part of the regeneration programme. But...giving
them the masterplan for the area...for the delivery...starting in The
Thorpes, moving across....is, from that masterplan, what else can
you deliver in that area, knowing that in the next 3 or 4 years you're
going to deliver a 2,000 house programme....what else can you
lever-in for that...for us ,..what other goodies do you bring

Q: So are the responses to all that starting to come in?

(Discussion off-record at PQQ process)
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A:.....What we've been able to do with that, because of the
competitive element, is to ask them about their social side, and
about the educational side and things like that, and as we move
into dialogue, the onus is going to be on them to beat each other.
So you've got 4, and you might have everybody starting off at a
certain place, but through dialogue you're trying to squeeze as
much extra benefits as you can. Now, of course, that will come with
a price, so it will be a trade-off between price and benefits, but
that's sort of a judgement call to make

Q: There is an issue about the additional social benefit.....are you
obtaining details about what they are proposing so far?

A: Yeah, that would be the idea, yeah

Q: I'll need to speak to I. l'd just be interested to see....what is
the nature of this. What are they thinking is appropriate

A: Well, you're more than welcome, depending on h;; ii *lrro i"
used, to look-through all the PQQ responses...because every
company sort of puts it's....how it would see delivery in this, how it
's a considerate contractor, how they work with the community

Q: I wouldn't be intending to use it as part of this, but it would be
interesting to see...given that we are trying to do something along
similar line....it's to see what the contractors working in the
business-sense...see as feasible, and whether what we are
proposing is...in the same sort of vein, or completely on a different
track altogethe

A: Yeah, I mean...if you were really ambitious....you could have
framed it.... Well, ambitious or daring....you could have said 'Take
this property..the average energy use of a resident is X, by any
means possible, and with X amounts of money from the Council,
get to Y

Q: Yeah

A: you know...if you *ant"J.o i;;"; i i;i"rrv op"n. we wanted to
sort of fix-down external solid wall, because there's some of those
other benefits I've spoken about, around lifting the
area...contractors on site, the job opportunities it creates....but there
might actually be much more efficient ways of getting their energy
usage down, you know...using just softer things, or it might be a
mix....it might have been, you know...loft and draught-proofing

But, alongside that, if they bring in other measures to get people's
energy bills downl you kno*_::::*e want to hear it.... .

Q: l'll have a word with I and see what's going ;;. N;...i'J not
realised that that was integral to the initial bidding process...that
they were actually including this
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i A: So the fixed elements are stuff like price, tech.......how they're
. going to do it technically. But then we have a whole section on
: social value that they add. So it'll be about how do they make sure
, people step into local employment through it. But it'll be about how
: are they going to make sure people recognise savings on their
i energy bills, how they make sure the stuff is good enough quality.
l And I is in the process of writing-up the dialogue at the minute,

.to
: Q: No, that's really good

have to

Q: Yeah....interesting stuff.

; A: You remove some of those time delays, where you can get some

, extra benefit out of it

: Q: Extra benefit, yeah...that's very important......
; Timescales........that's already covered.... Docu mentation.....that's
: the handover pack...is that the key sort of part of...and the initial
: sign-up

DpficienG

*d'ditunal: Finand*
considerations,
Deficiencies,
Responsibility /
accountability,

r A: So people could actually hold it and be like 'Oh, right....ok...it's
r that'. Because, I think when you see it from afar going onto a
; property you think 'Woah, that's going to pull my house down'....or
r whatever. You know what I mean? lt sounds crazy...but you feel it,
: and it's a light bit of polystyrene. And at the end of the day, I guess,
r if you didn't like it you could get someone to come and remove it.
i We wouldn't be pleased with that, but at the end of the day that's
i your commitment, isn't it
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r Q: lt's tailored for the households or the owner, rather than a
technical...expert language sort of audience

Q: Yeah, yeah..... So, responsibility and decision-making....Now, the
majority of other parties who I've spoken to have said...'Well, I
Iin-charge'....so-, ltake it, are in
charge, but you are accountable to....
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Q: Yeah. Responsibility and decision-making
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A: But, at the end of the day, if the Council...didn't have Members,
how would anybody hold us to account for our decision-making. So,
the key thing is, at the end of the day, there's a key Portfolio Holder
on-board with decisions that we make, and we'll be briefing the
Housing Portfolio Holder, we'll be briefing the Ward Members, and
then at the end of the day, if you're outside that remit, of Cabinet,
you have to go back to them.

Q: No, no

A: You know...'Why can't you just do this?'.....

Q: I think that's interesting ". *"f f ....if'"t ,nO"rri"nOing from the
outside....how it works, and do people actually realise the
complexity of...the procedures that are in place to ensure that
decisions are made correctly... And how that is conveyed to
outside...

Per,sonal backgrou*d-l
experience /
motivations

Gonstiaints

r Q: Yeah, Yeah...it's an interesting situation.... Are you alright for
time?

A: Yeah, yeah

r Q: Connections, this is one of the interesting ones. Other
: organisations, bodies, that you work with, either within the Council
: or outside the Council. Can you give me a flavour ot...?
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A: Yeah, Riverside at Bransholme, but.....we've got Kingstons, for
example, out in the east of the city. So they just tend to focus on
social...

:::.:.. = :.-.::::..:::= :.., :.,:-..

P.+*ii-r5hip I
conn,bilions

A: So, as we move forward in Green Deal / ECO, and when we're
promising this number of works to Council houses, it's my goal to
make sure they don't just miss...they don't do 5 Council and then
the 6th one, private, they miss, and then do the rest. So, in terms of
partnerships and connections, I see that as a very important one
between Housing lnvestment, Private Housing, and
Renewal....Regeneration type remit.... We work really closely with
the Area Teams, who are like the people on the ground delivering,
and certainly on our Empty Homes scheme and Townscape
Heritage Schemes...this sort of thing...it's really important to work
closely with them, and they're like our ears on the ground...all the
time. So, that's...within the Council, I spoke about mainly.

Q: Like at Bransholme
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a: I was telling me about the calibond cables on the outside

A: There's that. But also on ow empty homes, trying to get a gas
meter fitted....some of us have been down there and sat, because
they said they were going to come in a morning to fit a gas meter.
So, we took a laptop down and we waited at the property, and they
just never turn-up. Then...gas connections...blaming British
Gas....so, there's sort of gaps in-between where the statutory
utilities end and the suppliers start, and things like that....each
blaming each other. So, we're trying to break-down a lot of those
barriers, and we're getting good relationships in place, because it's
a hug risk to delivery.

i A: ..but like we've said earlier in the interview, I think some of the
i bigger connections could be made through, you know....like the

' softer, educational side things. I think there could be mileage in the
: University of Hull. We do engage the University of Hull, but it's like
: the Council....it's such a massive organisation. lt's about people
: taking responsibility for where they can see themselves fitting within
: a project, for example. So, it could be a great student project in
: Albermarle Street, but it's also making sure that's relevant for
: whoever's over there

: Q:And the university's a big organisation as well...which part of the
r university is it most appropriate to connect with....
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Q: Ah right. Are they from Hu ?

: A:At Hull University.
:

Q: Yeah....ah right

r A: Yeah, you might want a word with one of the guys...I
i I, if you ask !' He's done a".placement with DECC
: over the summer, so he's really geared-into energy type stuff. He's

' 
going to help I for a term, stating Monday, I think. So they're a

r few of our connections....... KWL
i

Q: Yeah

A: ln terms of contractors as well

Q: Yeah, it's just seeing....because Hull is quite a defined sort of
place, given it's out of the major conurbations.....seeing what these
networks are..... Saying about energy, I've been trying to contact
providers just to interview them, but trying to find somebody within
an energy company who'll be willing to talk to me, and is
involved....absolute nightmare. They were like....'l'm in
Staines'...and I was like 'l'm in Hull'.....that lack of a local interface

: - :-^ -H: ;"
A10:793 . ;j n: V+ihrr,Spt ea'Sffiit's piobabli om sa$10

''i well"Fa$tFidiqffi )' 'i -ir' 
T

Q: Yeah, yeah

A: That's important.I
r Q: Yeah, that's really promising

r A: And they're complimentary offers...we're very urban, which
r attracts some ECO, they're very rural, which attracts a different bit
: of ECO, so....

; Q: And you can share it together......yeah. lt's really interesting
; I think the other was potential. Things that you would like to
r do....like you were saying behavioural...
:

. 
A Yeah I think we've spoken quite a bit about that....

l Q:And is this restricted by....
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r Q: Because I wonder whether there would be a role for a 'Post

. 
Team across the Council, not jusl to look at energy

: A: To follow-up any project
;

; Q:Any project...that you go back....and evaluate and monitor.... 
:

l:"lr- .uifla r ;;,"'.,'. 'iffi

1'*|1Ye 1ffi i#ill do a=!eSsd".fr=S, *ffiS,H,; fi#$ ng liltryhat a1.1tr,+=fif cias
i enO of tfre project. But for mb, that's way ioo soon. You ne6iJ peoble' i ,.
i toot<ing O montns past,... and i8 months

: Q:And that's mainly for the benefit of the Council and the other
: parties involved, not so much for the...

Aspirationi / Potential

Q: Do they get to know what was said in the Lessons Learned
meeting? Does that get fed-back to residents?

A: No, not necessarily, because Lessons Learned....we take it very
much from a technical point of view. I mean, I think with any
issues...with project delivery we'd just be very upfront with the
residents. I was talking about with the small boundary wall delays in
supplies. We'd be very honest with the resident... 'Yeah, this
shouldn't have happened, and we'll put in place ways of stopping it
from happening again'...

A: Yeah ....it's a balance between the Council's reputation and...you
know...what's going to be shared. I think if there was something big
that came up that would have an implication, we would be under an
obligation to do something...or to put it correct. But, from a technical
project delivery point of view...why would people be interested?

Q: Yeah, yeah...that's fair enough...... I think that's ;;;;t;;
everything. lt's been really interesting.

A: Good

: Q: ls there anything else you'd like to add?
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A: Have a word with !, because some of these delivery and
technical side things....

Q: I know, I had asked him first, and he said I
A: I know....Oecarse, liXe i say, my role is a probably irra u Uia

bigger and broader, and that's what he thought

Q: But it's good to get different levels....to see that...'on the ground'
stutf......to see.......
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